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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1904.

Kahler, Eiiego Baca,- Malaquias Mar Nary, proxy for F. O. Blood, J.
S. Duncan, J. G. McNary,
tinez, Isldro Vigil, Nabor Mirabal,
proxy
N. Mon fob B. S. Davis,' D. C. Winters, R,
Permanent Organization:
toya, J. M. Hervey, H. C. Abbott, Nic E. Twitchell, J. S. Clark, N. B. Rose
alas Galles, L. O. Fullen, William H, berry proxy for A. T. Rogers ; nineteen
Newcomb, William Brady, P. Baca, J, votes;.-- - p;
Grievances of Live Stock Shippers Against
L. Kahler, Max L. Kah
W. Hannigan, T. CDeShon, P. San
Sierrqf-wl- ax
the Railroads are Presented.
chez, W. Al Hawkins, W. F. Buchanan ler prosjy for W. M. Robbins, David
Colorado Republicans Held Their
W. G. Sargent, J. W. Ackerman, Char Dessingcr prdxy for F. Apocada; three
Denver, Colo., Sept. 14. Inter State
...
les V. Safford, C. Gonzales, J. W. Alt- votes.
State Convention Today at
ers, D. C. "Winters, M. L. Kahler, J, E. '" SocCrro H. O. Bursum proxy for Commerce Commissioner Charles A.
the Queen City.
Torres, W. M. McKean, E. Gallegos, J, Alejo Gurule, JJstevari , Baca, H. Prouty today heard testimony on the
'
f! Sannhez.
H. Howard, A. B. Baca, J. E. western live stock shippers' grievances
Resolutions: W. b'. Chiiders, Her Torres, Elf ego Baca, W. E. Martin, against railroads on account of alleged
FIGHTS PLATT
bert J. Hagerman, E. E. Studley, W. H Jose Baca y Sedillo, A. C. Abeytia, Sol discrimination in rates and poor ser ODELl
H. Llewellyn, L. O. Fullen, Don H, omon G. Baca, Candelarlo Garcia, ten vice. Attorney S. H. Cowan, of Fort
Kedzie. G. W. Prichard. E. R. Wrieht. votes. v
I
Worth, Texas, conducted the case of New York 6. 0. P. in Session N
B. Y. McKeyes, Gregory Page, C. San
Taos Malaquias Martinez proxy for
live stock men. who cla.m a com
the
chez, R. S. Connell, T. W. Heman, W. F. Trujfilo, J. M. Esquibel, T. P. MarFusion With Labor Party By Monbination
exists between the packer and
G. Sargent, W. E. Lindsey, Charles V. tin and T. P. Martin proxy for A Clos- tana Democrats
of
Saffordj. E. A. Miera, Edward L. Bart son, Potfro Sanchez, Wm. McKean, the railroads to depress the price
stock
on
beef
to
hoof
and
the
prevent
lett, Charles A. Spiess, William M. Frank Staplin, eight votes.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 14. The repub
Union L. Vigil, R. P. Ervien, . W. men and feeders from finding a good
Robbins, H. O. Bursum, Pedro San
lican state convention convened in the
chez, 'R. P. Ervin and Carl A. Dalles.
Fox, E. 'P. Gallegos proxy for E. San market.
It was five o'clock in the afternon, doval, Leandro Vigil; five votes.
Broadway Theatre shortly after eleven
At the most remarkable conven the forenoon, it was half past three
when
were
committees
A.
Valencia
the
Solomon
Carl
o'clock
this morning. Frank C. Goudy"
appointed
Luna,
o'clock
in
the
afternoon
when
of
Frank
the
tion ii the history
Republican
was
as temporary chairman. He
elected
Territor-ia- A recess was taken until seven o'clock Dalies, J. Franco Chaves, Carlos Baca,
A;
of
chairman
a
the
Mexico
New
and
after
in
Hubbell,
night
Party
W. Corbett proxy for S. Luna, P. A.
Central Committee, called the con in the evening, in order to give the
sounded the key note of the convention,
session that lasted from half past eight
e
in his speech, when he said the leaders
o'clock in the evening until two o'clock vention to order. Rev. W. Jl Marsh, of committees time to prepare their re Speckman, Teodoro Candelario,
Mirabel, Emil Blbo, Jesus San
of the Western Federation of Miners
the following morning, Senator W. H. the Congregational church, led in an ports.
'
chez, Teofilo Chaves, Jacobo Chaves, Panama Cnal Operations Proceeding Faster had thrown down the
Evening Sesssion.
Andrews, of Bernalillo County, was impressive prayer.
gauntlet and the
A few minutes before nine o'clock In J. F. Chavez proxy for Martin Sanchez
and at Less Cost Than Under
AririrARRAa nf wAlmmo wuro mnAa hv
nominated for Delegate to Congress by
must accept their
Republican
party,
French Company.
& vote of 101
rDr. George W. Harrison, on behalf of the evening the convention was called and Fecunderio Sanchez, Jose Salazar;
against the present
challenge. .They gladly did so and the
to order. The scene was one of more fifteen votes.
,
reB.
S.
Hon.
the
who
the mayor, and O. N. Marron on behalf
cumbent,
Rodey,
people mustidecide between the conBursum Delegation Seated.
The spa
ceived 63 2 votes, Senator Andrews of the Commercial Club. Both were than ordinary brilliance.
New York, Sept. 14. Rear Admiral servative law abiding government or the
Thibs
dele
seated
the
Bursum
audi
cious
illuminated
and
report
brilliantly
, receiving the entire vote of eleven of happy expressions of hospitality and
was crowded to Its utmost, gation, leaving the Abeyta delegation Walker, head of the Panama Canal Com rule of terrorism, violence and forca
ICew Mexico's counties, the majority hearty welcome and were received torium
many ladies being in attendance and in the cold. It also reported that the mission, declared today upon arrival underthe Western Federation of Miners.
vote of four counties and the tis vote with cheers.
remained
until two o'clock the follow Quay County delegates had agreed to from Colon, that the United States He praised the course of Governor Pea-bo- dy
of one county, his opponent receiving
Then followed an incident to which ing morning to witness the close of content themselves with one-hal- f
vote intended to keep two open ports in the
in the strikes and said the governor
'
the entire vote of five counties, the Republicans will not like to refer in
"
;
each.
zone in spite of any protests which bad used his power with caution. After
canal
were
The
convention.
the
spectators
majority vote of two counties and a tie the future. Frank A. Hubbell made a not
A minority report was presented by might be made by the Panama govern- the appointing of tne committees on
disappointed in their anticipation
vote of one county, one county not vot- tirade in which he violently slandered
in! fact, the scene was the Hubbell people, In favor of seating ment. ' He said he work of excavation credentials, resolutions and organizaa
of
time,
lively
ing at all, although represented.
Senator W. H. Andrews and Governor stormy at
the Abeyta delegation from Socorro was proceeding twice as fast, with less tion, a recess was taken until two
frequent intervals.
The firsthand only ballot stood '. For Oteror and he came to a climax when
on
re
credentials
committee
Tie
and the Curren delegation men and at half the cost as under the o'clock this afternoon.
County
General O. O.
Andrews, Chaves 2, Colfax 10, Dona he screeched: "Up there at the Alvar- - ported as follows, Immediately after from Quay. The chair ruled that the
'
French
United
Howard
States
Senator
and'
company.
to
ado
sits your candidate for delegate
Ana 6, Grant 6, Leonard Wood,
Colonel Chaves had called the conven Quay County clause of the minority
Chester I. Long, of Kansas, were in
Rio Arriba 12, Congress with a barrel under his bed tion to order:
1, Otero ly Quay 11-report was out of order, as there was
troduced just before the recess and
Roosevelt 2, San Juan 2, Santa Fe 11, and at his right side the Governor of
Your Committee on Credentials re no contest from Quay County, the delmade brief address Governor Peabody
San Miguel 16, Sierra 3, Socorro 10, the Territory with the federal patron- spectfullyTSubmit the following report egates
having surrendered their right
was nominated thlsVafternoon by
age In his hand to whip you into line." of
Taos 7, Union 3, Valencia 3. .
contest
to
to
vote
are
to
the
who
entitled
compro
by agreeing
delegates
For Rodey: Bernalillo 18, Dona Ana Then he boasted of his power in Ber- in this convention, towit:
acclamation. The only contest apparent
mise of giving each contesting dele
at noon was over the office of state
2, Lincoln 4, Luna f, McKinley 3, Mora nalillo County where he said that the
vote.
Bernalillo Frank A. Hubbell, B. gate one-haSix Hundred Men Were Reinstated at Chicago auditor.
Sandoval 8, Taos opposition to him from one end of the Chiiders
8, Otero 4, Quay
This nomination lies between
W. H. Andrews,
proxy
for
dele
Chiiders
the
spoke
Abeyta
Yards
This
Stock
1, Union 2,, Valencia 12." Three mem- county to the other amounts to noth- W.
A.
Morning.
the peesent incumbent,
J.
S.
W.
H. Greer,
Holmberg,
Strickler.
charging the Bursum delegates
bers of the San Miguel County delega- ing and that every respectable busi- G. S. Klock, George F. Albright, Thom- gates,
A. E. Bent, of Prowers. The conand
with
and
anarchy,
irregularity
paint
tion, Charles A. Spiess, F. O. Blood ness man is for Frank A. Hubbell. He as Hughes, George W. Harrison, Jesus ing a dark picture of the future of the
Chicago, Ills., Sept. 14 Of nearly ten vention is very harmonious.
disclaiming any Romero, Nestor Montoya, Thomas N.
and R. E. Twitchell, who were report- wound up theatrically
thousand men who are still unemployed
In
case
Bursum
x
the
party
Republican
Contest Between Odell and Piatt.
ed to be in favor of Rodey, had left the understanding with Delegate . B. S. Wilkerson, Policarpio 'Armijo, W. H. delegation was seated. Several of the at the stock yards, six hundred were
of
the
as
ito
the
bechairmanship
Rodey
convention hall before the ballot
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 14. The apEslavio Vigil, R. W. Hop- Bursum delegates felt themselves in reinstated today. Thd members of the
Central Committee and swearing by all Gillenwater,
,
,
san.
; .'. ',f '
tangled political situation here
S. Hubbell,. W. B. Chiiders, An- sulteT'and were hot under the collar butcher's union are
parently
T.
kins,
to
threatening
The nomination of Senator W. H. the gods of Clusium that he would not tonio Chavez, C. F.
itself by the time the Reresolved
has
from Injudicious words
Meyers, Melquiades but were
nam
Andrews . was made unanimous upon accept the chairmanship if offered to Martinez, Pablo Crespin, said county or actions kepttheir friends. W. E. Mar strike again unless more of their
Convention actually met
State
publican
by
ber are put back to work speedily.
stammotion, although two or three Demo- him. He paused to listen for the
a
Into
to
votes
to
be
not
entitled
tin
plain contest between
today,
being
only eloquently but convincingcrats in the rear of the hall, who had pede that he expected would follow cast by the above eighteen
Odell
named
Mr.
Childer's
and
and
answered
Senator Piatt. There
y
parties.
aWy
been shouting all evening jtor "Mon-ey,- " and looked up in pained surprise when
Chaves Herbert J. Hagerman, J. M. charges and soon had the house with
is no antagonism between Odell and
followed
was
silence
the.
.: ..'K!,',,,,;fUr'; which
momentary
bellowed,
inV4i
V
:.
as cool as a cucumber
Hevvey; two votes.
;
lis,
Woodruff, and none bltween Woodruff
Thomas S. Hubbell pledged Bernalillo by ; the clear, unmistakable xall of ' Colfax H. C. Abbott, J. VanHouten ana wun kept incisive woras iaia
ciear,
and
Lieutenant Governor Hlgglns.
from
"Sour
galthe
"Rats!"
Grapes!"
County to roll up a majority of 2,600
and a tremendous call: "Andrews! proxy for W. P, Thompson, J. W. Quick, clear, the Irregularity of the Abeyta
Woodruff was not adverse to an amicafor Andrews this fall
V lery,
Juan Scherette, J. Leahy proxy for delegation. The vote', which was the
The convention was a stormy one Andrews!" from the delegates. The Thomas McBride, E. E. Studley, T. B. first counting of noses in the conven Grande Parade and Other Elaborate Exercises, ble settlement of the conflict between
breath
their
Hubbell
followers
caught
his and the Hlggins Interests but the
and it taxed the ability of the chair,
Hart proxy for Jake Michael, Robert tion and therefore a test vote, resulted
Including Address by Governor.
to the utmost at times to preserve om and shouted "Rodey!" but it was too Kruger, W, C. Barnes proxy for R. P. In 98 votes for the Bursum delegation
uncompromising attitude of Piatt In
d
dramatic mobehalf of Woodruff precluded his
der. Enthusiasm rah high and tu- late, the
the
SoButler, J. VanHouten proxy for J. C. and 57 for the Abeyta delegation,,
St. Louis Mo., Sept. A grand parade withdrawal or selection as third man for
multuous a.pplause could not be stem- ment had passed and the convention Salazar, ten votes.
Counties
corro
and
refraining
Quay
of the military organizations and other
med. However, the real battle of the got down to business by organizing
the governorship nomination. Former
Dona Ana W. H. H. Llewellyn, Mar- from the ballot. Had they voted, the
convention had been fought and won temporarily.
elaborate exercises marked the special State Senator J. Sloat Fassett was
Administrabeen:
would
R.
have
Jose
Nicolas
result
tin
Lucero,
Lohman,
celebration of the state of Louisiana at chosen chairman of the convention.
The Central Commitee recommend Galles, Jose Gonzales, Epimenio Flores, tion 110; Hubbell adherents 57.
by the Territorial administration dur
forenoon
and
the
preceded
the
the World's Fair today. Governor Blan-char- d At the conclusion of his address a refor temporary chairman, J. Franco Marcial Valdez, H. B. Holt; eight
night
ing
Rules and Order.
made the principal address.
order
and
on
rules
ing the convention and all that remain Chaves; for temporary secretary, J. J. votes.
committee
The
:
cess was taken until tomorrow.
ed to be done after the convention was Sheridan, and for temporary interpretL. O. Fullen and L. O. Fullen reported as follows:
Eddy
No Fusion In Montana.
Mon
o'clock
3:30
at
called to order
er, A. A. Sedillo. The Hubbell people proxy for A. N. Pratt; two votes.
This report recommends the rules
and
was
the
chairfor
shouting
the
carried
afternoon,
be
temporary
fight
the
Helena, Montana, Sept. 14. When
day
Grant Wm. H. Newcomb, R. M. to govern the convention, to
man from the committee to the floor
Conprocedure of business,
the necessaryInanlf-frMFifty-eight- h
of
Democratic state - con ventian met,
the
of
the
R.
rules
order
W.
H.
for
Newcomb
Turner,
proxy
r
.
, HlA hA&U- - of
was on iuaii..uo SOAnA.
the convention and nominated P. Barnes, Don H. Kedzie proxy for W. gress, so far as applicable, in addition
ll mm,
here today there seemed to be no distlful auditorium of the Elk's Opera George W. Prichard. After a pause, D. Murphy, H. H. Betts proxy, for C. to usual parliamentarylaw. All resoposition on the part of the delegates to
House, artistically decorated with a the vote was ordered. The Hubbell H. Lyons, Macedonio Torres; six votes. lutions to be in writing and submitted
take
U.
at
S.
General
Cousin
any step ito bring a f usion with' the . ,
Charges Agalqst
people consulted hurriedly and. when C. de Baca, E. R. Wright.; five votes.
to the committee on resolutions withprofuse display of flags and bunting,
labor party and the populists who hold
Cantoir, Chins, Sustained.
crowded to overflowing with an audi- Bernalillo County, the first on the roll,
out debate. All speeches to be limitLeonard Wood Jose y Armijo,
convention on September "Oth.
their
ence that had come to see a live con- was called, the name of Prichard was
Baca, F..D. Morse, Manuel ed to five minutes, and no addresses
y
of Governor Toole by
The
renomination
In
withdrawn and the temporary organ! C. de Baca, E., R.
vention and was not disappointed
Oyster Bay,' Sept. 14. Robert
except by members until candidate Is
Wright.
y
was assured
acclamation
adherHubbell
The
Consul
aztion
recommended
Geneial
to
United
at
Central
be
States
on
nomination
vote
its anticipation.
by the
Lincoln R. Michaels, Clement High- - named. The
ents bad planned a stampede at three Committee was chosen, v .
tower,
G.; W. Prichard, William S. by counties in alphabetical order. The Canton, China, was removed from office
Solomon Luna and George W. Prlch- Brady proxy for Romaldo Montano; chairman of each county delegation to today by President Roosevelt, upon a
points during the proceedings and
'
strained every nerve In dilatory tac- ard escorted Colonel Chaves to the four votes.
announce the vote of the delegation. report from Assistant Secretary Pierce,
y
tics hoping against' hope that an aus- chair. The Colonel made a forceful adY. McKeyes, J W. Hani- The order of business should be:
LunaB.
sustaining the charges that were .made
i;
First Report of committee on cre- against MeWade.
picious opening for' them might arrive dress praising the national administra- gan; two votes.
at a later hour. The administration tion and then giving facts and figures
,
McKinley Stephen Canavan, Greg- dentials.
Second On permanent organization.
forces, however, were firm from the showing beyond a doubt that the pres ory Page, T. C. Deshpn; three votes.
x Made the
'
minute that It was clearly understood ent' Territorial administration --had
Third On committee On resolutions.
By
Republican District Co a vent lots
Mora Cristoval
Sanchez, El H.
would
B.S.
counties.
for
a
Rodey
Nomination
Fourth
that victory
by
for the 9th Council and U'h Representawrought great benefits for New Mexi- Biernbaum, Juan vNavarro, Patricio
e
clause and the rule
be interpreted by the convention, by co, especially in regard to its .finances Sanchez, . Daniel Cassady, Teodoro
The
tive District at Albuquerque
Albuquerque,, by the, entire Territory, and educational interests. He was in- Roybal, F. A. Vigil, Tito Melendez; to prevent outsiders from interfering
. Yesterday.
Hubbell
as a vindication of Frank
in the convention until after the nomagain and again with ap- eight votes.
terrupted
and a defeat of the administration in plause. Then the fight ' was on, the 'Otero David J. Leahy, W. A. Haw- ination had been made, was the next Russaln Transport Lena One of. Several
i
Vessels of Czar In Pacific
its efforts to insist upon decency in one side seeking to facilitate business kins, W,. A. Hawkins proxy for J. H. point of attack by the Hubbell people.
The delegates to the district conven
in
polia
and
made
Waters. 'v;,':,
A.
Hubbell
party
government
Frank
.
again
and the other to retard it by dilatory Laurie and F. J. Lynch, Ralph S. Concounty
of the 9th council district met yestion
cies. When it became certain that the motions, vociferous " demonstrations nell proxy for W. D. Tipton; five spectacle of himself. He spoke of the
in Albuquerque. Delegates were
terday
linked
was
fate of Hon. B. S. Rodey
and grandstand plays. Frank A. Hub- votes.
corruption in the administration ranks,
14 Telegraph- - present from the Counties of Dona Ana,
St.
Sept.
Petersburg,
were be- ic
with that of. Frank A. Hubbell, Mr. bell moved;-tha- t
each ' county should
Quay Theodore W. Heman, W. F. of the chains and collars that
inquiries have elicited the Informa- Grant, Luna, Otero, Lincoln, Chaves,
moment
the
at
at
that
forged
ing
Eodey's cause was doomed to t irre- name a'
E.
A.
other
The
side Buchanan,
A. B. Dauber,
from Vladivostock that the Rus- Eddy and Roosevelt. Colonel G. W.
tion
Curran,
Hotel for the delegates. , "If sian
trievable defeat no matter what prom- showed him that this was a matter for one-havote each; two votes.
transport Lena was sent to Pa- Prichard of White Oaks was chairman
'
remake
it
Hubbell
might
ises he or Mr.
the permanent organization. ,.
Arriba W. G. Sargent, Wil Mr. Andrews gets the nomination,
Rio
cific waters with a view of stopping and Jose Gonzales of Dona Ana was
corruption," he shout- shipments of contraband of war and
garding the chairmanship of the TerThen came the appointment of com- liam G. Sargent proxy for Alexan- - will be through or
man
A. J. Temke of Dealing was ,
ed. "No decent
ritorial Central Committee. ; The peo- mittees, the chairman
A.
VarAndres
der
de
that other Russian vessels are in Pa- secretary.
Read,
Romero,
of each county
not
JHe
as
nominated
Is,
the candidate for the Coun
Andrews.
Mr.
trifled with
been
vote
for
will
had
the
and
party
ine waters on the same mission.
ple
"
delegation naming a member for each gas, B. C. Hernandez, Narciso San-rga- fit to
ell from the 9th district to run against
the party and not fit
represent
too long and their temper tried too committee,
B.
C.
SanNarciso
Hernandez,
those
of
Creden
namely
convention.
Charles L. Ballard of Roswell, Detnoc,
sorely to make any. other outcome of tials, Rules and Order of Business, chez, Francisco Serna, Silviano Roy- to be brought before the
1
'
"
ratlc nominee.
the fray possible, especially after the rermanem urgamzauon ana Resolu- bal, Ellas Clark,' Miguel Lobato, Poli He is ashamed to , appear and his
on
him
to
bring
Toe convention of delegates of the"
uncalled for procedure of the Hubbell tions.; The committees consisted of carpio Chaves, Margarito Borrego; friends are ashamed
convention. It mutt
''
'
the platform. They do not dare to
votes.
13th
twelve
'".
IUUVHuib in tha
the
representative district to nominate
:y
following:
In public." This Petitioa for Mandamus, Caledonian Coat
be said, however, that outside of the
Roosevelt J. W. , Ackerman,- - proxy show such a man
a
tor tne uouse oi represent- canaiaate
S.
vs.
Judge Benjamin
Company
Credentials: Thomas. N. Wilkerson. for Charles O.
calumny, was interrupted by hisses but
Intemperate and inexcusable aspers- J.: M,
Leach, W. E. Lindsey.
of
the
36th Legislative Assembly
asive
and
Baker, Denied.
,
Hervey, Jerry Leahy, J. RLu4
ions of Frank A. Hubbell, reflecting
Sandoval Alejandro Sandoval, E. A. Hubbell continued, nevertheless, sheralso met. Judge W. r
from
district
that
'
was seconded by his brother, the
cero, L. O. Fullen. H. H. Betts, R.
upon the Integrity and the character
Miera, A. F, Perea, .Pedro Castillo, E. iff
H.
of Silver City was chairman '
Newcomb
- Michaels, F. D. Morse, J. W.
at
AnH.
Bernalillo
who
of
yelled
County,
W;
In
Hanigan, M. Sandoval, C. A; Gonzales, Nicholas
The territorial Supreme Court met
of Gov. Otero and Senator
H. H . Betts also of Silver City was 'A
Steven Canavan, F.: a: Vigil, D. J.
Individual delegates: "How much did
session this morning in the and
O C. M. Sandoval; eight Votes.
de
de
la
drews, the best of good feeling prevailapjourned
M.
DelnirntAS from Grant and
A:
.B.
David
secretarv.
vote?"
At
and
Alexander
for
Leahy,
Dauber,
you
your
Read,
get
ed despite noisy demonstrations,
San Juan J. E. Elmer and Granville
Supreme Court chambers at the capitolT
White, delegate from Santa Fe Coun- There were present Chief Justice VV. Luna Counties were present. Eugene
Hubbell followers stood ready to J. W. Ackerman. Charles V Safford. Pendleton, by C. V. Stafford, proxy.
the
':
"You sold your vote for
come over to the Andrews standard as- Abel E. Perea, JL A. Hughes, J. s.r DunSanta Fe J. W. Akers, Levi' A. ty h hollered:
J. Mills, and Associate Justice John Warren of Silver City was nominated as .. ;
;
soon as the defeat of the Boss was ae- can, D., Deslnger, Wr B. Martin, Frank Hughes, David M. White, J. E. Lacome, a failroad ticket to Albuquerque." R. McFle, Erank W. Parker, B. S. Bak-erj- the Republican candidate for the posl- E. W. Fox, Carlos Baca.. ; .
in his seat he waived a
Edmund CL Abbott, George W. Armijo, Then mounting
complished, for they considered ms Staplin,
II. Pope and E. A. Mann. The tion, to run against Colin Neblett,
handful
of
above his head
a0!
I
greenbacks
defense more as
Joke, Judging by I Rules and Order of Business: W. 8. Lelesforo Rivera, Edward L. Bartlett,
Democratic candidate.
'.
and shrieked: "One hundred dollars fotlowlog busfness wai transacted: ;
v
l . l r m- their , actions, than an earnest issue. oiriciuer. "ft
neruen
;
f...niigerm!Ui, Jj w. Marcelino A. Ortiz: proxy for Benito to one that you are all afraid to
of Sofre Alexander,
bring t In 4 the
Contrary to the claims of the opposi- Quick, M. Valdez, L. y. Fullen. R. M. Lujan, Juan VI. Sandoval, M. A. Ortiz;
- '
your candidate into this convention." Relator, vs. Seferino Crollett, Justice of
tion, the ten voteaof. Socorro County Turner, William Brady, Jose Armijoy eleven: votes. ;v
to assure the nom- B. Y. McKeyes, Steven Canavan, Teo-dor- o
The disgraceful scene was ended by the Peace, etc., No. 1059, the motion to Coal Co , Relator, va;' Hon. Ben,
. were not needed
San Miguel E. Sena, B. M. Williams,
ination of Senator Andrews, as the
Roybal, David J. Leahy. A. E. Cur-re- Z. Valdez,: F. Baca, Pablo Vigil, Flor General B. L. Bartlett who secured the quash writ of prohibition was granted, Baker. Etc., Respondent, the prayer f
final ballaishows.
,
and leave given to relator to appeal to mandamus upon respondents den'
Alexander Read, WE. Ltndsey, entine, Montoya, Bugenio Romero, Se-- floor and said:
Mr. Hubbell arose, as he said) the United States Supreme Court;
Charles V. Safford, C. M. Sandoval, cundiho Romero. Roman Gallegos, C.
,. and appeal granted- relator to Vt'
Getting Down to Business.
j
Mcen
v;
Ex
Five,
Ret
W.
called
G.
In
In
Caledonian States Supreme Court,
.
1003, Territory
Page
Although
Continued
lor tea o'clock
Armijo, BGallegds, WrL. A. Spiess, 8-- H. Salatar, J.
George
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CKING TO THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY.
The recent marriage
They are flocking to the Roosevelt
of a couole of cripples,
and
Democrats
Fairbanks
Gold
ticket.
MEXICAN
PRINTING
each having only half
(THE NEW
who are disgusted with the inane platthe proper comple
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
itudes of Judge Parker's speech of acment of arms
and legs, was
.
MAX. FROST
Editor ceptance and in the Democratic platnoted by the
form; Silver Democrats who would
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
press as a "convote for a courageous, nervy
rather
nubial curiosManager and Associate Editor. man who has been tried in the adminBut who
ity."
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
istration of National affairs and who
notes the mar
may
Secretary and Treasurar. has not been found wanting; Populists
riages which
occur daily in
Who admire the straight-forwarand
matter
as
at
Class
Second
Entered
which both parand honest adminis-tiopolicy
energetic
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
ties are cripples
of public affairs. Many of these
in health.
classes of the voters of this great counCrippled healthRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
try have made or are making up their
means, as a ruie, in25 minds to vote for the Republican nomsufficient nutrition,
Oaily, per week, by carrier
lack of nutrition JlVl lH
This
Daily, per month, by carrier ....$1 00 inees of the National ticket.
points to disease of
75 movement
towards the Republican
Oaily, per month, by mail
the stomach and di7 50
Taily, one year by mail
party in all sections of the country
gestive and nutritive
4 00
J uily, six months, by mail
except the Solid South is becoming
tract. Doctor Pierce's
aily,. three months, by mail.... 2 00 stronger and stronger daily and it cer
Golden Medical Dis00
2
looks as if the Roosevelt and
Weekly, per year
covery cures diseases
tainly
1 00 Fairbanks
of the stomach and
Weekly, six months
in this Year of Our
majority
other organs of digestion
75 Lord would beat the McKinley and
Weekly, per quarter
and nutrition. It enables
5
Weekly, per month...,
Roosevelt majority in 1900. Comment
the perfect nourishment '
of the body, and so builds
ing upon one phase of this condition,
The New Mexican Is the oldest namely that many Populists will give it up in sound health and strength,
to the Republican National
I had been a (Treat sufferer from indigestion
swspaper in New Mexico. It is sent their vote
for the last ni-- e years," writes Mrs. Margaret
Kansas City Star says that Stintrle,
the
ticket,
to every postoffice in the Territory,
of Owings Mills, Baltimore Co., Mil.
I was such a wreck it seemed death was near,
nd has a Iarg- - and growing circula- the declaration of Marion Butler, ex but
can say I feel lilac anotiyr woman
I have received much and lasting: stood from Dr.
tion among the intelligent and pro- United States Senator and
Medical Discovery and ' Favorite
Golden
Pierce's
Commitman
of
National
the
Populist
gressive people of the Southwest
1 nave lacen twemy-nvDottles in
rescriptiou.'
tee, that he will support President all.
and followed the advice of Dr. R. V. Fierce.
and am happy to say that life is worth living
Roosevelt, and his belief that about now.
A thousand tnancs lor your treatment."
one-hal- f
of the Populists of the country
UNION(rpLABft.
Do not be cajoled into trading a subwill do the same, have an important stance for a shadow.
Any substitute
bearing on the present campaign. As offered as "Must as eood" as "Golden
Mr. Butler says, the Populists are not Medical Discovery" is a shadow of that
"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU
They want to vote medicine. There are cures behind every
NEW MEXICO PEOPLE! . NONE OF for somebody. They want to take claim made for the " Discovery."
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO ACpart in National affairs. They like Wat
is sent
CEPT JOINT STATEHOOD, AS YOU son, but they especially dislike Park 1008 large pages, in paper covers,
one-cee
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD er and the new Democratic order of free on toreceipt of twenty-onpay expense ot mailing omy.
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATE things. The Populists are agressive stamps
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
HOOD.
MAKE YOUR FIGHT ON
trusts, and it was on the anti
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE; I against
trust issue as much ,as on the silver A REPUBLICAN PAPER IN LINCOLN
WILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN
question that they fused with the Dem
COUNTY.
WASHINGTON!"
REMARKS OF AN ocrats.
The money question is out of
A new weekly paper, published at I
MEMBER OF THE
INFLUENTIAL
for the present. But the trust
Lincoln County, has made its
COMMITTEE- - ON RESOLUTIONS IN politics
There is Capitan,
is as great as ever.
THE CHICAGO REPUBLICAN CON- issue
Its editor is Lee H. Ru- appearance.
arroonce ludicrous and
VENTION. THIS MAN HOLDS ONE something at
disille
in
and
politics it is Republican.
Democratic
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUB-tI- gant in the pose of the
The first number is bright, newsy and
with
to
reference
POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND party at this time
It is interesting and the New Mexican wish
13 PROMINENT
AND STRONG IN the monopolistic combinations.
trusts
to
new
with es the new venture long life and pros
bait
the
something
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.
A good Republican paper is
trust magnates and a candidate select- perity. needed
in that section of the
greatly
nominated
Wall
and
by
POWERS CIRCUM- ed, groomed
and the New Mexican hopes
LEGISLATIVE
Territory
street.
and believes that the Outlook "will fill
SCRIBED BY SPRINGER ACT.
will
The Populists,
therefore
long felt want." Mr. Rudisille is an
Among the decisions handed down
choose between giving half a vote to old timer in central New Mexico, well
by the Territorial Supreme Court yesParker by voting for Watson, or taking versed in material and political conditerday were several of great
him by voting for tions
there and a good citizen. The
ance. Two of them bearing upon sub a whole vote from
The
Roosevelt.
latter
course, Mr. But people of his town, and indeed pf Linjects of a political nature and the poW' ler
believes, will appeal very strongly coln County, should give the new ener of the legislative assembly in the
to
a
very large number. Roosevelt has terprise and its editor all possible supnew
counties
.matter of the creation of
He has enforced port. There cannot be too many
been
independent.
and legislating officials of old counties
good
into or 6ut of office. The cases in point the laws against the trusts. He is the and honest Republican papers in the
are those of J. M. Sandoval vs. George kind of a man the masses like. In his Sunshine Territory.
F. Albright, Involving the office of as representation of the whole people he
eessor .of Bernalillo County and of the has been singularly faithful and as
Delegate Rodey is exhibiting good
sertive. If the Populists are a radical sense in
taking his defeat for
Territory of New Mexico ex rel, Curren et al, vs. Tomas C. Gutierrez et al faction, they are at least radical in the
calmly and easily. His declar
In the first case the facts are; J. M direction of democracy, not in the di ation that he will stand by the party
Sandoval was the duly elected, qual reetion' of plutocracy, and this brings and its candidates in this campaign is
ified and acting assessor of Bernalillo them into sympathy with Roosevelt commendable and sensible alike. Mr,
rather than Parker.
Rodey has been honored by the peo
County at the time of the creation of
An especially interesting point in ple of New Mexico in the signal man
Sandoval County. It was claimed'that
lie was not a resident of Bernalillo Mr. Butler's presentation is that the ner, having been elected by a very
by
County but of Sandoval County, and Populists and Bryan Democrats realize handsome majority and
therefore the county commissioners' of that if Parker should be elected he the largest majority ever given any
Bernalillo County held that a vacancy will control the next National Conven candidate for delegate to congress in
existed in the office and appointed tion. They do not want Parker, and this Territory. He will step down and
George F. Albright to fill it. The lat especially they do not wanfy the con out gracefully with no rancor and no
ter performed the duties of assessor tinued dominance of the element .now bitterness in his heart at the preferand has had possession of the office in control of the party. If the organ! ment of another man by the Republifrom April 1st, 1903, to the present zation is to be conducted on radical can party. This is as it should be and
time. The opinion of the court, which lines going to one extreme or the oth will : ove beneficial alike to him and
Is a strong one, was written by Judge er they greatly prefer the Bryan end to the party in days to come.
Naturally they are at
McFie and concurred in by Chief Jus of the game.
announcement that
tracted
by
W.
Bryan's
Associate
Justice
tice
J. Mills,
Secretary Morton, of the navy de
Frank W. Parker and Associate Jus following the November election, no partment, is allright. He has just detice W. H. Pope. The case was on ap matter which way it goes, he will at cided that when officers of the navy
peal from the Second Judicial District tempt to restore the control of the rad travel on duty, tips to' waiters and
and from the decision of Judge Baker ical element. To this end the defeat Pullman car porters are legitimate
He knows some
therein. The court held that the crea of Parker would be more to be deplor items of expense.
tion pf the new county did not of itself ed than desired.
thing about dining car waiters and
remove the incumbent from the assess
Pullman car porters. He has been
or's office, Mr. Sandoval; that the act A MOST REMARKABLE CONVEN there often.
of the legislature did not speclcally
TION.
Tammany
Congressman .... Bourke
provide for Mr. Sandoval's removal
The New Mexican today in detail
is to make speaking tours 1:
and the legislature erroneously assumCochran,
an
account
of
the Republican
prints
ed that the creation of the new county Territorial
Convention at Albuquerque: doubtful states, The Republican cam
effected the office of assessor; that the both as a matter of news and a matter paign managers do not have any ser
legislature had no authority to author- of record. It was in many respects the ious objection to this part of the Dem
ize the county commissioners to ap- most remarkable
ocratic campaign program.
political gathering
point Albright, as there was a legal in- ever held in this Territory and will go
cumbent of that office at that time.
as one of the most stren
How s This?
into
In the case of the Territory of New uous history
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
and one of the most satisfactory
Mexico ex rel, Curren vs. Tomas C. in its results of
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Republican conven nan s Uatarrn (Jure.
Gutierrez et al, the court held that the tions held in decent
if, 4 (JHKIIfli S UU., Toledo, U.
marks
It
years.
We. the
have known F.
act of the legislature appointing Guiter-- the
of a new era for the par Cheney for undersigned,
15 years, and believe him
the
beginning
rez and Sanchez as county commls ty and its
nonoraDie in an Dusiness transacof greater har- perfectly
tions and
able to carry out any
eioners was void, being in conflict with mony, and methods,
of the elimination of per- obligationsfinancially
maae by tnis arm.
N ft MBVIN.
the Act of Congress of July 30, 1886, sonal
ftINN.
WJILDING,
prejudices in favor of principle.
Wholesale
Toledo. O
(the Springer Act), prohibiting ter- Some of its features are passed over Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken Internally,
blood
and
ritorial legislatures from enacting lo in silence,
the
acting:
upon
directly
should be forgotten for surfaces of the system. Testimonialsmucous
sent
cal and epecIaK legislation regulating the sake ofthey
the party as well a3 of the free. Price 75 cents . uer bottle. Soldbv all
iTugrarist8.
others that were unpleas
Take Halls family fills for constipation
In this case, Judge Baker of the Sec- Territory;
ant, must be mentioned for the sake
renond Judicial District Court, who
of truth and to prevent the account
The New Mexican prints tin news.
dered the decisions, was reversed, and from
and unfair. They
insipid
being
court
to
cases
were remanded
that
the
are mentioned not to awaken resent
for a new trial. Judge E. A. Mann, of ment or to prolong the strife, which,
the Sixth Judicial District, took no part the New Mexican believes Is settled
.in rendering the decisions as he had not for
good, but. as necessary to the propheard the arguments. The opinions er
of the , course that
understanding
.
clearly and unequivocally set forth each side took in that meeting and to '1 have suffered with
for thlrty-sl- s years.
that the powers of the legislative as prevent false interpretations of indi- One year ago last April Ipiles
began taking; Csicarets
course
In
for
I noticed
the
constipation.
sembly of New Mexico are circum vidual actions In the convention. the piles began to disappear andof ata week
the end of six
did not trouble me at all. Cascsrets
they
scribed by the Springer act and that Henceforth, the New Mexican will de- weeks
have dona wonders for me. I am entirely eared and
special legislation, as in the cases vote all its energy to electing the tick- teal like a new man." George Kryder, Napoleon, O.
above, is unconstitutional and void. et nominated yesterday morning and
The court, as shown above, was unani the elimination of any ill feeling that
The Bowels
mous in its reversal of Judge Baker's
may linger within party ranks as a redecisions.
sult of the clashing of opinions then
':
and there.
Chairman Tom Taggart announces
Candy cathartic
that his committee wilty distribute fif
The Republicans of Maine, in the
teen million tons of printed matter in
this campaign, Your Uncle Henry Gas- state election held last Monday, came
soway Davis must have put up more up fully to the expectations of the Re- Kever
Pleasant, Palatable,- Potent. Taste Good. Do Good,
Weaken or Gripe, Me, 85c, SOo. Never
publican campaign managers and cor- sold InSicken,
bnlk. The genuine tablet stamped COO.
money than is usually spoken of.
respondingly disappointed Chairman Ctaarantaed to care or yonr money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chisago or N.Y. joj
And now the "Continental" party Is Tom Taggart. The latter prophesied
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a
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reality
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MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe : : : : New Mexico
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EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
In the Capitol.
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tjcmatfa

WINES, LIQUORS AJZ
'
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Phone
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-

Attorney-at-Law-

a. J.

J. H. VAOQHN, Cashtor.

PALBH,

WILLIAM

8AHTA FE,

CHAS. F. EASLET.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-LaSanta Fe, i,. if.
Land and mining business a specialty!

EW CEXICO

ssestTmsfSj
United

E. C. ABBOTT,

'

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices In the District and S
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to" all business.
District Attorney for the Cnnntisi
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba. Taos and
Saa
Juan. Santa Fe. N. m

States Designated JDeposifary.

EDWARD C. WADB,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

'

'

Practices In all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patent
a specialty.

Cuisine and Table
anrice UBaxcallArf

aswrated and Refut
ttUuA TtueughoM.

The Palace Hotel

LAS CRUCES,

NEW MEXICO,

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

WILLIAM VAUOHN, PRQf.

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District)
Practices In the District Courts aad
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
'
Court in Washington..

Lrge SMonple Boons fer CommercM JQmi
EzzA Fe
New Mexico

- - NEW MEXICO,

ALBUQUERQUE

A. B. RENEHAN,
i

Attorney-at-La-

w.

,

v

Practice la the Supreme and DlatrM
Court. Mining and Land Law a special,
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building , Pa
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

Excerpt from the Dictionary of the

Equitable Life Assurance Society

I.

OSTEOPATHY

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
,
No. 108 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chranle
diseases without drugs or medicine.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m. Phone 1S&

AFFLUENCE, r .An influx of money to the credit of one who applies a small portion of income to1 an
Equitable Life Insurance Policy.

2--

2

2 Abundance of property; wealth.

DENTISTS

"An old age of elegance, Affluence and ease."

DR. C. N. LORD,

Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelrj
Store. South Side of Plaza.
,
Office,

Secure it now and save regrets in your

Z

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.

old age.

On the Plaxa,
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Civil Engineers

90 per cent of the business ventures fail.
A policy in the EQUITABLE may save you.,

MRS. L.

j
j
;

G. A. COLLINS,

Santa Fe, N. M

and Irrigation Engineer,
Surveying and Mapping.
Estimates Furnished.
San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.

Civil

P HOGLE

A.

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M, v

HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St.,

&

'

Stenography

&

M.

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

.

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M,
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

OAUSTEO STREET
Best of Refeence Given as ax EMBALMER.

Night Calls

NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSLATIONS VA

'

RESIDENCE 'PHONE z4t.

From Spanish into English and front
English Into Spanish carefully made.
Office West Side of Plaza.

,

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

f

i

"OUR PLACE"
,

Win Be Pound a Full Line of Table Wines far Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone VKD Be Promptly Filled : t '
t t

W. R.

PRICE, Prop.

Santa Fe.

'

$

ARCHITECTS
HOLT

fin ii Hi

V,.

HOLT;;

Architects and Civil Engineers.
'
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction worked! all kinds
planned and superintended. Office.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
Phone 94. "

N. M.

P. F. HANLEY

juibii"

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
.
The leading mining periodical of the
world, with the strongest editorial staff of
.
.,
any technical publication., i .i;
Subscription $543 a' year (including
', V. S.,
Canadian, Mexican postage. I .. ? ,
Sample copy free. Send for Book Catalogue.
Tib EwiwEEWNa and Mmwd Joussu
v

i

1

a LLEWELLYN

H.

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
District attorney for Dona
Ana; Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Countle
Third Judicial District.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

-

,

Attorney-at-Law- .
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Attorney and Counselor at

BENJAMIN M. READ,

.
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Griffin

Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.'
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Offices

.

EUGENE A. F1SKE.
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Attorney at Law,
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Platform

MISS MAY MARK ELL,

the

torial Convention

A Society Belle of London, Canada.

.

ISS MAY MARKELL

London, Ontario,
ural manner. Menstruation
Canada, is a beauti
started right is very easy to
ful girl who knows what
keep regular through the
suffering is and Wine of
years of mature womanhood.
Cardui has brought her back
Then the "change of life"
to health. She is one of the
need not be feared. Thus
social favorites of her home
Wine of Cardui is woman's
and her recovery to health
best relief from youth to
has permitted her to enjoy
old age. A million women
the company of her many
have secured blessed relief
HIM MayMarkell.
friends instead of lvinor nn
from their sufferings by tak
a oett ot sickness and suffering.- For
ing this treatment. It relieves menthe health she now enjoys she 'gives strual
troubles in an incredibly short
crecht'to Wine of Cardui. She writes: time. In a
simple case of deranged
"I have found Wine of Cardui an excel- menses Wine pf Cardni never fails. To
lent remedy for female trouble. I suffered relieve disordered menses is to remove
for three years with terrible bearing-dowthe cause of other female troubles. Any
pains at the menstrual period. I could physician will tell you. that to remove
hardly stand on my feet and was never the cause of a disease renders the cure
in fact seldom fails to complete
real well. Wine of Cardui was the
only easy,
medicine that I could depend on to do me the cure. If you would have the same
any good, as I tried several with no suc- relief which Miss Markell secured try
cess. Wine of Cardui cured me and I Wine of Cardui. You can take it, withhave now enjoyed perfect health for two out an examination and without any
You can take it in
years, and give you all the credit for I publicity whatever.
of
home and secure
the
your
privacy
know you deserve it."
just as much benefit as if a doctor had
For a young girl Wine of Cardui is prescribed it for you. Thousands of wothe best remedy to guide her through men are feeling the vigor of returning
womanhood by starting the menstrual health by taking Wine of Cardui.
n

A million suffering

WINE of CARD VI
'

if you want

at Albnquerque.

flow in a healthy and nat-

o

,

to buy anything,

women

have found relief fin
Wine of Cardui.
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Adopted By
Republican Terri

if you want to sell anything, if you

want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
'anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.
1

The Republican party of New Mexi
co, through its representatives in con
vention assembled on this the 12th

be encouraged in every possible way
by the Government, and our delegate
is pledged to exert himself to secure
such action by the Government; and
that our thanks are hereby tendered to
the Government, its officers and engi
neers, who have already done so much
towards the reclamation of our arid
lands.
7. Statehood is the most
important
question of the people of New Mexico
at 'this time. Our loyalty to the gen
eral government, our great progress in
material wealth, our system of mag
nificent schools, our code of civil and
criminal laws, Our freedom from mob
law, our respect for the courts, the ex
tent of our great Territory and the
Intelligence of our people entitles us
to an equal station among the states of
this Union under its present name and
boundaries.
8. We hereby extend the thanks of
the Republican party of the Territory
of New Mexico to the Hon. Frank A.
Hubbell for the able and efficient manner in which he has discharged the du
ties as Chairman of the Territorial
Central Committee during .the past
two campaigns. We recognize in him
an enthusiastic and .consistent Repub
lican, of undoubted loyalty to the party, and for that reason always entitled
to the thanks and recognition of the

,

'

"

SCIENTIFIC
a

EMBALM

ar

At

Undertaking Parlors
Tit

Vice-Preside-

LaUat Scieatlfk Methods of Eakalari

t

ra Employe. Gcfla Auwenf Iraa tfca Partora Day er Night
by DOROTEO SENA. Agsa
ria Road. Oar Parian Constat af a Nicely sad Appropriately Fitted , Up Suite at Ma, Ml
Uacata Arras West Side Plaza, Saata Pa, New Mexico,

f

ALL KINDS OT PICTURE FRAMINflk

& tMJTENIE

UDBOW

Texas ft Pacific Railway

',

day of September, A. D, 1904, recogniz
ing the steady progress which the
whole country has made during the
last seven years of Republican Administration, again reaffirms its faith in
Republican politics and Republican
Y
principles.
Be it Resolved, By the Republican party of New Mexico, in delegate
'
convention assembled:
s
1. Whereas, We have learned with
profound sorrow of the death of one of
the foremost leaders in our party since
we last assembled in convention, on
which occasion we mourned the death
of the Chairman of our National Committee, and now again we mourn the
loss to the Nation, the party, and our
Territory of that distinguished Statesman and Republican, Hon. Matthew
Stanley Quay, who for many years rep
resented the great State of Pennsylvania in the Senate of the United
States, who, when there, was a staunch
friend to this Territory in all matters
party.
pertaining to its welfare," and after
9. We also recommend
our dele
whom a county was named by our leg
in congress to secure the passage
gate
islature as a slight token of our appre of a bill creating the Seventh Judicial
ciation of his services to us.
District of the Territory of New Mex;
Resolved, That our sincere sympa- ico, in order that adequate court facilthy is hereby extended to the' family ities may be furnished to all the differof the. late Senator in their bereave- ent localities and peoples of the Ter
ment, and that a copy of this resolu ritory. and that the headquarters of
tion be committed to it.
the said district shall be located at So2. Resolved, That we heartily en'
corro, New Mexico.
dorse the platform of the National Re10.
It is by the combination of cap
publican Convention, held in Chicago ital and labor, protected by our nationlast June, and pledge ourselves to the al laws, that our country has achieved
loyal support of the principles enun- such wonderful growth and prosperity,
ciated by it, and congratulate that Con- but neither of these interests should
vention upon its wise selection for be permitted to infringe on the rights
of the and interests of the
President and
people. Both inUnited States. The wise and patriotic terests alike are entitled to the protecadministration of President Roosevelt, tion of the laws, but both are subjecf
his policies, both domestic and foreign, to the
laws, and neither can be permithis fidelity to American Interests and ted to break them.
the American people, and his frankness and candor on all public questions
When troubled with constipation
have given him the respect, and the
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
confidence of his fellow countrymen, try
Tablets.
They are easy to take and
and entitle him to the country's fur
no
griping or other unpleasant
ther confidence1 by his election to the produce
sale by all druggists.
For
effect.
great office he now so creditably fills.
Resolved, That the conduct of
Mexican dishes of every description
the Territorial affairs ifnder the admin'
deserves can be had at the Bon Ton.
istration of Miguel
the highest appreciation of all good
The Wabash Railroad has Just Is
citizens regardless of party. When fie
a handsome illustrated World's
sued
the
of
bonded
debt
assumed office, the
containing a three color
Territory for public buildings and im Fair pamphlet
Louis
St.
and the fair grounds
of.
map
.
.
to.
amounted
571,000
.$
provements
nd half tone views of the principal
And bonds had been issued
buildings. A copy free upon request.
at various times from 1887
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. p.; Denver,
curto 1893 for payment of
Colorado.
rent expenses and for deficits in revenue to the
What is Life?
amount of ... .
555,200
In the last analysis nobody knows,- but
we do know that It is under strict law.
All bearing interest from 5.
Abuse
that law even slightly, pain re7
to
cent
per
per cent,
$1,120,800 sults. Irregular living means derangemaking a total of.'.
ment of the organs, resulting in conIn addition, there were deficstipation, headache or liver trouble.
its incurred under the
,
Dr. King's New Life Pills quickly reThornton administration,
adjusts this. It's gentle, yet thorough.
from 1893 to 1897, amount- lne to
123,000 Only 25b. at Fischer Drug Co, Santa Fe
,
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trouble to

aaer questions'
FAST..!
TlAIJI

NIGHT EXPRESS

Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p.

n. MonntaiaJum

This handsome solid yestlbuled train Direct connections made for 'all
runs through to New Orleans, Sbreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
and St. Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address,
to Chicago and Intermediate points.
: v..
,

CURTIS

t

Passenger

Agent

'

R. W.

Southwestern

EL PASO,
IV.

O.

Efc
j

i

v

TEXAS

LEONARD

B. P. TURNBK
Gen. Passenger and Ticket
DALLAS, TEXAS

Traveling Pasnenger Agent
Ki. PASO, TEXAS

T7EE333

.

FIN'S MONUME NTS TO ORDER.

CORONADO TENT CITY

A

.

AT

dfc.

-

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

OPENING

: BLANK :
To get outside of
The legislature of 1899 provided for some of those delicious oysters at the
the taking up of this last deficit by is Bon Ton.
suing certificates of indebtedness for
"
the amount, bearing 6 per cent interest
Fearful Odds Against Him.
and payable 20 per cent in each year
Bedridden, alone and destitute. Such
for five years. These are the only evi in brief was the condition of an old
dences of debt issued during the last soldier by name of J. J. Havens, Verseven years, except $60,000 of 4 per sailles, O. For years he was troubled
cent bonds provided by the same leg with kidney disease and neither docislature to complete the Capitol Build tors nor medicines gave him relief. At
"RIGHT UP TO NOW"
ing. These last certificates of Indebt length he tried Electric Bitters. It
edness have all been paid besides re put him on bis feet in snort order and
ducing the bonded debt until at this now he testifies: "I'm on the road to
CO TO C0I(0flAD0 TEJiTCITY
time it Is only $854,735.
complete recovery." liest on earth for
The levy of six mills for Territorial liver and kidney troubles and all forms
Coronado Tent City Is the wonder of the Pacific Coast The climate la
purposes has been ample to pay intern of stomach and bowel complaints. Only
est, salaries and current expenses of 50c. Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.
perfect, the Camp )& healthful, the tents are comfortable, and there Is plenty to eat There are a great many other attractions at Coronado, and along the Territory, and the reason for an in
'
creased tax levy has been appropria
the line of the Santa' 'e, tickets are on sale Tuesdays, Thursdays and SatThe Russians would have whipped v''''..';::V"
.
ee
Santa
For
111.90.
further
round
Santa
from
Fe,
tions
particulars
old
Charitable
for
Territorial
the
had
before
trip
the Japs long
urdays,
now, if they
Fe agents
Institutions which were neglected be been wise and eaten some of those
'.x:v;vj'
fore; and the three new Territorial fine oysters at the Bon Ton.
Institutions established In 1901.
4. Resolved, That the thanks of the
New Mexfcea
Ooaopcny hes (he
people are due to and are hereby ten TO THE CLIFF DWELLINGS,
dered to our delegate in congress, Hon,
best bcokbindcry intheCoc2iwest and H Safy
B. S. Rodey, for his arduous labors Jn
Five houri for the round trip.
our behalf, for the watchful care that
It turns out
modern bindery in New
he has kept ovef the interests of the
Experienced drivers. Low rates
cash-boo- Sa
Jtaobals and led
Territory, and the constant and unre and good teams.
superior bftank-boob- s,
&
his
to
SAFFORD
shown
has
GEORGE
devotion
he
SON,
J.
& Rio
RiV mitting
Rio
loose-le- af
of
;. '.'"V':
ledgers cadi bfaank-booa- ts
duty as our representative.
Eapanola, N. M gers, and also
'
&
.
Rio
,
5. Resolved, That we earnestly fav
all descriptions. The work done by it is
or ,the bill introduced by our delegate
and now pending before the CommI&
Baneacrs cad merchants in
and very Jow-ratcB- .
tee oh Public Lands in Congress, pro
;
popular limb
viding for the selection of "lieu .lands
New Mexico AobCSL not send their , book binding
A. M. DETT EL BACH, Mgr.
In any part of the Territory in place of
Creek. Lead v III e,
Colorado Springs, Poetlo, Crt--- U
school sections lost by reason of their
.
Glenwood Springs, Asaen, Crmd Junction, Salt
work onl of the territory, but sbonJd patronize this
being within'the limlta of land grants
Utlena. San Francisco,
"Lake City, Ogden.
or
reservations. The passage of this The
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoda, aad Seattle. Also
institution. ;
Largest Hall in the City very desciVi-lafjaaain- a
bill would give the Territory about one
' Reaches all
Pr nclpal Tocro and JCtalcg Camps
acres
now
avail
million
not
of
land
ftlWH anvMWW '..
The Job Department
'111 VVIViaUVl ViVH
vv.'
Company is the
able; ntf give us the same privilege
:. I
that every other state and territory
CsBthwcst carryc
most completely fijrnished in
has wih reference to this class of J
I
Patties
lands, which were lost to us by reason
all the latest faces of type. Any job, from a business
of
the Ferguson Act donating the Private and
Resorts
To all Mountain
:l
ijv:-;v
school sections,, requiring that these
card to a thousand-pag- e
book, cca be turned out
C77ne Only line Paaaing Through Salt Lake City BorovM e the Pacific Coast lieu lands Should be selected "as con- Pofelic Entertainments '
with equal first-cla- ss
tiguous as may be" to the sections
workmancljpk This depart-me- nt
Etc.
lOJt
i;?y
Conventions,
Etc., Etc.,
n.
can
but meet the demands of the most
Resolved, That we denounce the
"
AND
BETWEEN
"Culberson Bill,", the Stephens bill,
and any other measure now pending or
fastidious, and should receive the sitpport of evtry
SALT LAKE CTTT
ALAMOSA
SeatingCapacity, 450
will
that
before
congress
OGDEN
CREEK
seeking
cijime
CRIPPLE
businessman in New Mexico. The privilege cf
to deprive this Territory of any of its
'
PORTLAND v v
LEADVILLK
Large Stage ,r
FRANCISCO
SPOS
SAN
OLENWOOD
area, or of the free and unobstructed
bid is earnestly solicited.
GRAND JUNCTN LOS A NOBLES
use of Its water. We believe the conV
struction oT ' the '
"Elephant For terms apply to-- s
fQ
Bjrtte Dam and other reservoirs upon
4l A.7.1.
the Bla Grande, it tributaries and othV
er waterways in the Territory, should xot
. .Santa
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ANOTHER

OPPORTUNITY

BUSINESS CAREER TO PLEASE ALL

IN OUR

Neve Equalled Before in Santa Fe

SPECIAL SUMMER CLEARING SALE
Every Article A, GREAT BARGAIN

t

must sell our stock of SUMMER 600DS inv order to make room
for our NEW FALL AND W INTER STOCK hence

We

TI(E SUIT YOU'RE LOOIIJiG FOR!

DON'T HISS THIS CHANGE

.We're positive IT'S HERE. We've Suits you can put right on, wear away,
and be proud of your appearance. Our Suits look right and are right in every
way. Handsome In fabric, stylish in cut, faultless in lit, and withal at .a reason
not
ab e Drice.- - It isn't everv store tuat can match ud to these reauirements
'by a long shot." If you by your Fall Suit here, you'll get something.

e
and
Every article is Stylish.
Call and ask to see them
Well-Mad-

Out of tie Ordinary Rtit
Brown Mixtures in
or Double Breasted
the

We are showing

Trousers cut correctly.

'V'

ate

SELIGPUIti BROS.

new

Single
arrow collars and lapels well formed shoulders and handsomely tailored.
$17.50 or $23.50 Suits for the man with a conservative taste or $25. to $45. for Suit elegance

CO.

THE LOWEST PRICEB, HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE

See the Samples Displayed in our Window

'

Up-to:D-

TELEPHONE 36

GOODS!"

P. O. BOX 219

.,.

WHOLESALE and RETAIL DRY GOODS.

v

JJ

was among those who had been in Albu- J
J J J
J Jt J X J
J
MARKET REPORT.
querque as "Lookers on in Venice" durJ
Conventhe
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Republican Territorial
ing
MONEY AND METAL.
tion in the Duke City and returned this
New
'
York, Sept. 14. Money on call,
PERSONAL MENTION
morning from the south.
1
Prime mersteady
l$ perixAcent.
Martin Lohman, a member of the tef- from
in
Santa
arrivals
Fe
Yesterday's
cantile paper 3
cent. Silver
per
ritorial board of equalization, arrived in the south report the Territorial Fair 56KV"
"
-,
New Fork, September 14 Lead and
Mrs. J. P. Fletcher arrived from tle the city this afternoon from Albuquer advertising car at Estancia, where it
south last night and will visit her que, lie attended the session of the was . entertaining a large crowd of. copper steady and unchanged.
GRAIN.
curious onlookers.
HaMfaotarev of
LIXZ
mother1, Mrs. Frances Cross for a few board this afternoon.
,
The
usual
Chicago,
the
at
September 14. Close; Wheait
R. P. Ervien, whose home is at Clay
Thursday reception
HIESEEJEBELIT days A. J.
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
Sept. 110; Dec. 114.
toExecutive
Mansion
will
take
S.
U.
of
is
Union
the
seat
place
Attorney ton,
Abbott,
County,
county
Judge
.
Corn, Sept. 53; Dec. 53
for the Pueblo Indians, returned, yester- registered at the Palace. He came to morrow from 4 to 6 o'clock in the after
Oats, Sept. 31k'i Dec. 33.
SILVERWARE,
day from a visit on official business to town,, to" ba in attendance upon the noon at which Mrs. Otero will receive
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
sessions of the Territorial Board of callers and friends.
AIX KUTD8 OF DESIGN! Of
Albuquerque.
Pork, Sept. $10.73; Oct.' 10.80."
Keeping your money Idle, and hidden
Lard, Sept. 87.02'; Oct. $7.10. '
Fob Chain,
Alejandro Sandoval of Albuquerque, Equalization of which he is a member.
in insecure places, is a very bad
Ribs,
away
of
Sept. $7.30; Oct. $7.33.
F.
G'eo'fge
Albuquerque,
Albright,
is in the city today in attendance1 upon
KUgree Neck Chains,
Send
to
idle
the
practice.
your
money
who
of
has
de
facto
assessor
been
WOOL MARKET.
.
the
of
Board
the session of the Territorial
Plaza Trust and Savings Bank at Las
" '
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Bernalillo
for
the
sixteen
County
past
,
St. Louis, Mo., September 14 Wool,
Equalization.
We pay interest at the rate of
Filigree Brooch Pins.
arrived on the morning train Vegas.
is steady and unchanged.
4 per cent per annum,
W, B. Childers, United States attor- months,
compounded
from the south. He is here on oflicial each
and western medium, 21 Cm
Filigree Bracelets,
January and July.
..'.... 35 Territory
ney, came up from Albuquerque last
fine medium, 16.
15
13; fine,
of Equaliza.
before
Board
the
business,
busiFiligree Card Cases,
'
10..
This afternoon the executive, coin
night and was transacting legal
tion.
nessiin the Capital today.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 14. In Boston,
mittee of the Boards of Managers of the
Governor Otero, who spent the past
wool market firm, tona prevails while
Side Plaza - Santa Fe
L. O. Fullen, postmaster at Carlsbad,
Louisiana
at
met
Purchase Exposition
demand for manufacturers is steady.
three days iu Albuquerque,
reached
was a passenger last night from' the
the office of the Treasurer Arthur Sellg
in
STOCK MARKETS.
While
home
afternoon.
yesterday
south. lie came to see friends and to
man. There were present; President
not
did
he
go
although
Albuquerque,
New
York, Sept. 14. Atchison S'Alii
talk on the political situation.
Charles A.. Spiess, Herbert J. Hagerman
New York Central, 125;
99;
pfd.,
'William Dunbar, of Chiliii, who is i near the convention, he was, of course, and Treasurer
An
Seligman. Matters of Pan ncvlua nfa 1Qn7. Qniitha.n PnAf
in
its
interested
much
proceedvery
the sheep raising business about sixty
were discussed which will Hi? ; Union Pacific,
Importance
U.
pfd.,
;
miles south of here, was among the ings.
be laid before a full meeting of the 3. ateei, inh; pta.,
of
Board
Navarro
the
Juan
Secretary
visitors in the capital city today.
board at an early date.
STOCKS. '
of ... Penitentiary Commissioners, spent
William Mcintosh,, the well know
A telegram troin Engle received here
'on
official
He
business.
here
the
Kansas
City, Mo., Sept. 14. Cattle
New
sheep raiser at Chiliii, is in town a guest has day in
forenoon announced the sudden market slow to higher.
th's
as
a
been
delegate
Albuquerque
at the Claire. He is here ou business
e.Native steers, 83.75 a 86.00; South
to Ch- Republican ' Convention from death at his home In that place of Wilbefore the Board of Equalization
ern steers,. 92.50
$3.75; Southern
Mora county and arrived from the south liam G. RitcbVa formej secretary of this cows, SI. 50
83.00; native cows and
J. vv. itecoias, 01 jsiancia, ijiasie ast
No
for
terms.
A
three
particulars-havterritory
heifers, $1.50
$4.60; Stockers and
evening.
mechanic cf the Santa Fe Central Kail
as yet been received. A. P. Hogle, feeders, $3.25
$4.00; bulls, $1.75
Commissioner Malaquias
Penitentiary
way, soent the day here on business Martinez of
$5.50; western
calves, $3.50
Taos, arrived from the undertaker, will leave tonight for Engle $3.50;
$4.50; western cows;
steers, $3.00
with the chief officials of the road.
where
will
the
be
embalmed
and
body
south this morning and was present at
$3.25.
Judge B, S. Baker of Albuquerque the meeting of the Territoiial Peniten will be brought to Santa Fe for Inter- $.50
.
market steady.
Sheep
who Jjas been in the city attending the
Muttons, $3.25
$4.00; lambs, 84.25
Commissioners today. He came ment. As soon'as particulars are received
tiary
session of the Supreme Court, will re from
$5.50; Range wethers, $3.40
will be published.
$4.00;
.Albuquerque where ha represented they
Ewes, $3.75
$3.50,
turn to the Duke Citv this evenine.
his county at the Republican gathering,
Chicago, September 14. Cattle market '
James F. Bitikle, of Roswell, nember ,
President James S. Duncan of the
,
stronger.
of the Territorial Board of Equalization
OFIFCIAL
MATTERS
Good to prime steers, $5.60
$6.20;
Board of .Equalization is in
Territorial
,
:.';,
arrived from the south yesterday and the
poor to medium, S3 50 (3 $5.25; stockers
sevwill
for
here
remain
and
capital
and feeders, $3 25 83 75; cows $1.50
Meeting of Board of Equalization.
will remain here' during the sessions of
eral days as presiding officer of tbe
'$4.75; canners,
The Territorial Board of Equalization $4 50; heifers, $3.00
the board.
$2 25; bulls, 83.00
$1.50
board which commenced its September met
$4.40;
THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
to
Col. Venceslao Jaramlllo of El llito,
today at the Capitol pursuant
80 75; Texas fed steers,
calves, $3 00
sessions today. He came from Albu
in
law
session.
of
Board
Territorial
$4.00
of
western
the
regular
steers, $3.00
$5.00;
secretary
auerque, where, he was one. of the San
"',::,..':;.,?';';
TEACHERS' CERTIFITbe College Is empowered by law to issue
Equalization, arrived' last,, night to at Miguel County" delegates to the conven There were present: James S. Duncan, $4.25.
Sheep market steady.
ot Las Vegas, president; J. F. Hinkle of
tend a meeMne of the board held in the
CATES to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by Scbool Directors
Good to choice wethers, $3.75
$4.25;
tion.'.:'
of
Las
Cru
Martin
Roswell;
Lohman,
of
Mexico.
New
la tbe Territory
Capitol building today.
fair to choice mixed, $3.25
$3.70;
J. Hagerman, of Roswell,
, Herbert
A.
J. A. Mahoney, of Deming, was among who had been in attendance at the ces; J.
Mahoney, of Deming: R. P. western sheep, 83.00
$4.00; native
BROTHER BOTULPH,
Ervien of Clayton; Alejandro Sandoval, lambs, $4.50 $ $6.25; western lambs.
this morning's arrivals in the capital
Is
mem
a
Convention and
of
Venceslao Jaramlllo, of $4.00 & $5.50.
Mr. Mahoney is a member of the Terri Albuquerque
ber of the New Mexico Board of Man El Albuquerque;
'
Rit'o,
torial Board of Equalization and is here
secretary. Traveling Auditor
agers of the Louisiana purchase Expo Charles V. Safford attended tbe session of
to attend its deliberations.
H
A. B. CKAYCRAFT,"
sition is a visitor in the city. He"canie
tbe board and so did Solicitor General
William McKean, a Taos attorney
Q
on official business and this afternoon
Edward L. Bartlett and Territorial
and civil engineer, is in town enroute
attended a meeting of tbe Executive Auditor W. G.
Of PHOTOGRAPHER
from Albuquerque to bis home after Committee of the Board of
Sargent. The board
Managers
will be in session during the entire week
Makes tbli sutgestlon to you
attending the Republican Territorial
Max Le Klanir and George Banort,
and probably for a longer period examin
convention In the Duke City
two tourists from Germany, are guests
Come and see me if you
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
ing assessment rolls and hearing and
Don, J. Rankin, of Albuquerque, at the Palace.
frum the boards of
IT. 8. Gaueer,
want the finest
connected with the in
E. L
Medler, assistant United determining appears
commissioners in tax cases.
tern al revenue office for this district
county
is
in
the
States attorney,
Capital Qijy
PHOTOS AJVD VIEWS
New Mexico
Santa Fe
spent the day in town attending to attending the sessions of the Territorial
Penitentiary Commissioners to Session.
duties connected with his position.
The Board of Penitentiary Co mm Is.
Courts
Ever made in the city
Hon. T. B. Catron returned from Al Supreme
W. C. Barnes of Dorsey, the efficient, sloners was in session all day at the
had
Be
been
this
were
morning.
Territorial
There
buquerque
Penitentiary.
secretary of the Cattle Sanitary Board,
MY SPECIALTY
IS TO PLEASE YOU f
in the. Duke City as a member of the
F. H. Pierce, Las Vegas,;, pren the city on business before the present;
Com
Executive
Territorial
W.1
Republican
H.; Newcomb, Silver, City;
sident;
Board of Equalization.
.
Developing and Finishing:
mittee which met there last Monday.
Mrs. F. A. Lane and Mrs. Charles L. Malaquias Martinez, Taos; Louis Ilfeld,
Kodak Work to Order : :
of
W.
Silver
H.
Newcomb,
City
Juan Navarro, Mora;
Judge
Smith, of Boston, tourists who are mak- - Albuquerque;
)
D
one of the board of penitentiary com.
was-wituursum
a trip through the' southwest and secretary. Superlntepdent
ng
missioners, came up from the south this
tbe board during its sessions.
west, left this morning for Denver after
morning and was on duty all day attend. a
Examinations,
auditing and approval of
'In
Fe.
Santa
pleasant day
accounts
ing the session of the board at the
a
and
thorough inspection of
fry
A. E.Curren, editor of the Tucumcari
convicts and books of
the
penitentiary.
the
buildings,
was
a visitor in the Capital City
Times,
Dr. T. P. Martin, of Taos, who has today. He is en route home from Al. the penitentiary were had and routine
business was transacted. Tbe members
been in Albuquerque in attendance buquerque, where he
NOTICE! LADIES!
participated in
upon the Republican Territorial eon. the Republican Territorial Convention. of the board, one and all, expressed
vention, was in the city today enroute to
Mrs. Arthur Low, daughter of Public themselves as greatly gratified with the
his home, A.G. Muller.of the same town, Printer James S. Duncan and Miss very efficient management and the fine
For fall and winter Heacs
was with him. .
Katherlne Ahling, of Las Vegas, ,are condition of the institution and everyIt.
with
connected
Mariano Larragoite, of Taos, who Is guests at the Palace and will spend a thing
gear in ready to
one of the leaders in an Independent few days In the city visiting the points
other kinds I am now show- U. 8. WEATHEft BUREAU NOTfcs.
political movement in that county, was of Interest.
gooa asxornneni. Am
in the city yesterday and today on a
Frank Staplln, ef Taos is at the
Forecast for New Mexico: Cloudy with mg
visit to friends and looking after his Palace. He- Is enroute from Albuquer local showers tonight and Thursday: on hand to take
orders
Dolitical fences.
que to his nome Having oeen in the wrner Thursday; colder in south por nod complete same before
tion tooignt.
F. II. Pierce, of Las Vegas, president Puke City In attendance upon the Re
Yesterday the thermometer registered
World's
as
Convention
a
Territorial
of
Commis
as follows: Maximum temperature,' 7$ ybtf leave for
of the Board
publican
Penitentiary
3:10
of
Taos
the
49
at
member
m.;
p.
County
In
degrees,
minimum,
delegation.
last
Fair.the
arrived
Call
'and
sioners,
city
evening
Inspect
degrees, at 6:00 a. m. The mean
and today preslddd at the meeting of
24 hours was 64 de welL"
the
for
temperature
,
While in the city attending court grees. , Relative humidity, 52
the board which was held at the Terrl-- 1
per cent.
RIISS A.
make your headquarters at the Bon
torial Penitentiary.
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 40
I
Ton.
a;
W.
Sontheaat Corner Plaza- degrees.
Ravnolds
Territorial Secretary J.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, September J 4, 904.
TERRITORIAL REPUB-

More Oratory.

LICAN CONVENTION

George W. Prichard followed with a
speech much 1 the line of his effort
Continued From First Page.
at the Las Vegas convention in the
spring. He said that be could not be
to submit an amendment to a motion. gin to tell all about Delegate Rodey in
Instead of that he has spent fifteen I so short a time as fifteen minutes. He
minutes villifying and calling a gentle- made allusions to gag law ana to unman names who is not on the floor precedented procedure, saying that
of the convention, referring to him by Senator Quay would1 turn in his grave
name. I arise to a point of order." if he knew of the poliiical crime that
Cheers followed as Mr. Bartlett sat was about to 'be perpetrated upon the
down and they burst forth in triple people of New Mexico. H. O. Bursum
volume when, in clear biting accents, answered readily that if Mr. Prichard
Chairman Chaves announced that the could not display his oratorical abil"
'point of order was well taken, that ity in five minutes and. the convention
Mr. Hubbell was out of order and that 1 wanted to hear more of it, there were
.
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We Always Keep a Complete Line of

Fresh Native ahd Denver Beef,
Pork and Mutton
l Fresh Sausage of all Kinds.

Boiled and Smoked Ham.

I

t t Corn Beef, Pickled Pork.
Pigs Feet and Pickled Tripe

Breakfast and Salt Bacon,
,

From the Western Packing Company
DENVER, CO L 0.;
Spring Chickens and Hens Always on Hand.
FRESH KILLED AND DRESSED TO ORDER.

Fine Cooking and Eating Apples.

COLORADO POTATOES.
r--

Otdcxs Delivered Promptly

Yours Respecf ully,
E. DORppURC,
San Francisco St.

Telephone a6.
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KaunefcCo
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i

Headquarters For
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GprjV HjUIT

Try a Jar of

BISHOP'S GRAPE FBUlTflTE OR ORflNGESTE
POUlirRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
1

'

VEGETABLES DAI1VY

ROSE BUTTER
PRIM
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest

Creamery in the world.
packages . . .

Sealed in

air-tig- ht,

odor-pro- of

PRIMROSE

BOSS PATENT atid
CRYSTAL PATEJJT

170 delegates each of whom
would undoubtedly be willing to give
up his five minutes to Prichard.
Speaking about unprecedented pro
he thought this applied
cedure,
to the desire of the Hubbell peo
pie, to invite some one to address the
convention who 'was not a member of
it. Nowhere else is it the custom, in
fact, it is very unusual, to have a can
didate harangue or make a campaign
speech during ther proceedings of a
convention of which he is4not a mem
in a
ber. The time for speech-makinconvention by a successful candidate
was after his nomination
Charles A. Spiess, W. A. Hawkins
and R. B. Twitchell spoke in the same
strain as George W. Prichard. There
bitter
were some heated, uncalled-for- ,
ly sarcastic remarks by these gentle
men aimed at Governor Otero and Senator Andrews. It was a sfrange feature throughout the convention, that
when the Hubbell admirers spoke,
that there was at least a semblance' of
order on the part of the convention,
but when friends of Governor Otero
spoke, then the crowd made such a
hullabaloo that it was impossible to
hear a word and for the chair to restore order. There was no doubt that
the hall was packed with Hubbell heelers. When order was finally restored,
the report of the committee on rules
was adopted by a vote of 94 to 74. It
was extraordinary that'the same peoe
ple who argued against a
restriction, expressed themselves willcloture,
ing to vote for a fifteen-minut- e
although their own arguments ajpplied
to it as well as to a
limit.
This final vote destroyed the last
hope of the Hubbell ''people to stampede thesoonvention and now every
stress was laid upon impeding the
transaction of business by dilatory
parliamentary motions, in which efforts T. N. Wilkerson of Albuquerque,
a short time ago a Democrat, took the
lead, or by raising a disturbance in
the audience. A motion, at midnight,
to adlourn. made bv Wilkerson. was
defeated by 112 to 56 votes. A later
motion to sustain a decision of the
chair was carried bv a vote of 109 to
55, showing that the Hubbell people
'
gained nothing by delay.
Permanent Organization.
The committee on permanent or
ganization reported as follows:
We. vour committee on permanent
organization, beg leave to report, as
follows:
For permanent chairman, J. Franco
Chaves.
For permanent secretary, J. J. Sher

before the present

was not

his amendment
house.
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$1.60 for 50 lb. Sack
$1.55 for 50 lb. Sack
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Our stock Is the largest in tbe city and we are
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adding goods every dty.
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98 t0 70, because, it was
evident that the only intention of the
move was to make another effort to
stampede the convention, and to delay
proceedings, although, most of the Ael- egates undr ordinary circumstances
would have been glad to extend to Mr
Rodey. who was waiting at the Com
mercial Club to be called, a courtesy,
which, to say the least, was unusual,
if not unprecedented in political con

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

t

-

'-

Fresh Fruits in Season!

;

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Claf endon Garden

ventions.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn made an
address that was not borrowed and the
eloquence of which astonished the
other side. He told of the touching in
''
cident of: Senator Andrews, after the
idan.'
For assistant secretaries, H. H. Betts SDanish war. going from hospital to
hospital, with words of cheer, provid
and T. B. Hart.
We resnectfully recommend that ing for the comfort of the New Mexico soldiers, giving them transporta
there be appointed one
tion so that they would not need to
from each county, as follows:
e
spend their travel pay for that pur-nosBernalillo Policarpio Armi jo.
which
kindnesses
them
and
doing
Chaves H. J. Hagerman.
thev will never forget, even if Mr. An
',
Colfax E. E. Studley.
drews is not an orator. He told of the
Dona Ana Jose E. Lucero.
eloquent tribute that Mr. Rodey
L.
O.
truly
Fullen.
Eddy
Mr.
Andrews at the Ration Conpaid
Grant R.M.Turner.
'
when
he said that New Mex
vention,
Lincoln G. W. Prichard.
senator Andrews
never
can
ico
repay
Leonard Wood Jose y Armijo.
for the work he has done in Congress
Luna J. W. Hannigan.
'
for New Mexico. , He said that a stump
.
McKinley Gregory Page.
soeech was not as effective as Mr. An
Mora Dan Cassidy.
drews' word in bringing capital Into
Otero D. J. Leahy, y
the Territory to develop its resources,
Quay W. F. Buchanan.
to give employment to its poor peo
Rio Arriba W. G. Sargent.
He character
tile, to build railroads.
E.
Roosevelt W.
Lindsey.
ized Senator Andrews as the man who
San Juan Charles V. Safford.
does things, even if he is not an orator.
Sandoval E. A. Miera.'
He hrousht out the fact that Mr. ad- Santa Fe J. M. Sandoval.
rirfAvs is well acauainted in every part
San Miguel Eugenio Romero.
of
tho Territory, which he has crossea
Socorro Estevan Baca.
and recrossed frequently in tram as
Sierra W. M. Robbins.
well as in buckboard. He knew and
Taos Frank Staplin. ,
understood the needs of the Territory,
Union R. P. Erven.
probably, than any othr man.
better,
Valencia Jacobo Chaves.
elected to the Territorial leg
was
He
For platform interpreter W. E.
two
islature
years ago by the largest:
Martin.
canFor floor Interpreters Marcelino A. majority ever given a legislative
7
;u
"cir
A.
Sedillo
A.
.'
and
Ortiz
uiucsoft imneachment
Mr. An
that
,
rne report,a. was uuautuiuuoij jv.tD,i- i thA
,
jr
TV"that
and Colonel Chaves thanked the au- arews is nut
dience briefly for the, honor conferred ing a stumpspeaker, but he added, mon- when Mr. Andrews went into the
upon him
markets of the eaststo secure cap- -- v
nii
t
tk.7,nmmtit,
i, n..i,.4nM
Dal UCU iui tUC wiuiuivc
iy,
Ital
to develop New Mexico resources
resolutions reported the resolutions as
Drinted on another page. They were he attained his object without making
stumn sneech-o- r a spectacle or mm- adopted without a dissenting vote.
late MatA resolution was adopted as follows: self; that he had made the
United States Sen
Stanlev
thew
Quay
The Nomination for Delegate.
ator without hysterical oratory and
IwaS after midnight when the nom for New Mexlco

-
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markable speech
tJnW nf cratorv. the most effective
The New Mexican will, at a later
at
date,
publish Majpr Llewel yn s
part of which was admired already
iri
full, as it certainly will make
time it was delivered by the dress
a
gooo
the
at
A.
Garfield
cbp-slate lamented James
was
National Convention in 1880, when he When Senator Andrews' name,
nt UonHnred Kv him. in conclusion, the
a
Sherman. Unfortunately, Mr. Klock band struck up and there followed
- remarKame ovauon mm
uar
Mr.
to
mc"
due
credit
to
failed
give
evil things
field, which would have been proper, I behalf of Albuquerque the
; it! v.UV UiU
in sta that hart heen said by- Frank A. Hub- ho ennwh
aia oifQ
ivv vwv
t?Vt5U
much-ato substitute the name of Mr. bell and the discourtesy that his paid
by
Rodey for that of Mr. Sherman. This- heelers had shown the delegatesendeavde- terrupting the proceedings and
was
which
masterpiece,
TJ.
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range in excellent condition; feed and
water abundant.
Hood F. M. Cock Crops, ripening
rapidly; early corn being cut; bean
harvest .is on, with a large acreage and
fair yield; winter apples are coloring,
many falling but still a good crop on
trees.
Las Vegas Wm. Curtiss Bailey-C- ool
I am compelled by a sense of gratitude
nights and warm days, with a to tell you the great good your remedj
Blood
light frost on the morning of the 7th. has done me in a case of Contagiouswas
seAmong other symptoms I
Highest temperature 85; lowest 37; Poison. afflicted
with Rheumatism, and got
verely
no rain.
almost past going. The disease got a firm
Los Alamos W m. Frank, Jr.
hold upon my system; my blood was thorWeather is beginning to get colder; oughly poisoned with the virus. I lost in
no rain and it is very dry and windy; weight, was run down, had sore throat,
third crop of alfalfa has been eruptions, splotches and other evidences
disease. I was truly in a bad shape
very much delayed on account of the of the I
when began the use of S. S. S., but the
drought. There is hardly any water in
persistent usa of it brought me out of my
the river, not enough for irrigation.
trouble safe and sound, and I have the
La Luz Ernest S. Swift Cloudy courage to publicly testify to the yirtues of
and cool but no rain; unless more-raiyour great blood remedy, S. S. S., and to
suffer-- ,
falls in this vicinity winter prospects recommend it to all
ers, sincerely believing if it is taken acfor cattle will be very poor.
to directions,- and given a fair
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr Crops cording will
it
trial,
thoroughly eliminate every
and stock doing well and corn ripening
particle of the virus. James CORRAN,
'
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 83tt
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charg
oi Phil P. Hitchcock, where informv
tion will be caeerfully furnished.

Santa, Fe, N. M., Sept. 13, 1904.
The conditions during the week as a
11 ate Oae Faro Plus
2.00 for the Round Trip.
Tickets on sale Seprule were favorable, for maturing crops
blood-poiso- n
tember Uth, 13th, 20th, 27th and October 11th, limited for return
and curing grass on ranges. The temof Ten days allowed at St.
north was normal but
Thirty days from date of sale. A Stop-ove- r
perature in-tIt will paj you to advertise. Try It
Louts to visit the World's Fair,
in the extreme south portion the defiwas
f
marked, averaging nearly nicely. Week warm, clear and pleasciency
Rates apply to all puints In Indiana, to Sa'ndujiky, Columbia, WashStarK Jtiotei, ureensDurg, ra.
80C1ETIES.
ten degrees a day. Excessive precipi- ant but somewhat
the
ington Court House, Wilmington, Cincinnati and points West thereof
windy toward
L
was
tation
and
cloudiness
':
reported close.
in Ohio, to Louisville, Hawesvillc, Powers, Lewisporte and Owensboro,
Painful swellings in the trroins, red erup"
Masonic
from El Paso, elsewhere no rain or
Maxwell City Wm. French A dry tions upon the skin, sores in the mouth
Kentucky.
showersex
scattered
only light
fell,,
week with cooler nights. Prairie get- and loss of hair and eyebrows, are some of
You always '"t the lowest rates, quickest time short est lines and
cept in Union County, where a heavy ting brown.
MONTEZUMA LODGB
Third crop of alfalfa is the symptoms of this vile disease. S. S. S.
best meals via this route.
rain, with hail, did some damage to about ready to cut. Highest tempera- is an antidote for the awful virus that
No. 1, A., F. and A. If.
attacks and, destroys even . the bones.
gardens.
ture 83, lowest 41; rain a trace.
Regular communlca
or
S.
S.
no
Potash
contains
S.
Mercury,
The light to killing frosts, the first
tion first Monday la
Mogollon W. Irwin Moore Very other mineral ingredient. We offer $ 1,000
Ask your nearest ticket agent or call on or address:
of the season, occurred on the 3rd, 4th little rain this week and temperature for
each month at Masoni
proof that it is not absolutely veget- T. H. HEALY,
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A,
and 6th over the eastern slope of the verv jow a'veragin about 65 degrees.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
aDie, Home treatPassenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.
ment book giving
mountains or tne norm central district
S. SPITZ, W. M.
Mora Z. S. Longuevan Heavy frost
the symptoms and
and in southern Lincoln County, injur- in Sebolla valley, destroying late
P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
other interesting
late gardens and planting of oats; wheat blighted and
ing or destroying
and valuable inforSANTA FE CHAPTHH,
crops and causing much loss.
be
will
harvested
mation about this
scarcely any grain
In the San Juan Valley the fruit is Some are harvesting alfalfa while
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
disease, mailed
convocation second Mongrading better than earlier; winter ap others are through with second crop
free. Our physicians advise free
In each month at Ma
ples are coloring and will be an ex with very light yield.
day
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
those who write us.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
cellent crop; bean" harvest is on, with
Ocate N. Weil Very dry and no
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
China ware, Glassware, fiotus
,e Mid Moldings Stores and
large acreage and fair yield, the best rains for some time. Have had frosts Toe Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, 6a,
Kangts
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
ranges are good and stock is in some sections; no grain to speak of
MjmU te Order
Goods Sold on Easy Fkymmti in years;
" ;'
fat. '
and hay crop will be about one-halSANTA FB COMMANDHR1
In central districts wheat harvest is
Local
A. Joseph
A HINT TO THE WISE.
Ojo Caiiente
No. 1, K. T. Regular cob
over and quality fair; corn maturing showers continue in the mountains, in?lave
fourth Monday in each
in
and
excel
WAG.ER
alfalfa
well;
doing
range
In
CIfAI(LES
creasing water supply for irrigation; rhis Advice Will Bear Repeating
month at Masonic Hall af
lent condition and feed and water bean crop best in ten years; corn
1
Santa Fe.
7:30 p. m. '
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
abundant for cattle, sheep and horses; promising and- - fair crop expected ;
"Licensed
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
tomatoes, cantaloupes and water mel- grass on ranges good and all 'stock is
"Don't chase shadows."
,
ons are ripening; early fall apples fat.
Doubtful proof is but a shadow.
Highest temperature 85, lowest,
K. OF I'.
plentiful and of good quality.
;
.40You can rely on testimony of peo
-1- In southern portions
ranges and
Good
know.
Antonio
J.
Gomez
you
Questa
pie
LODGE
FE
NO.
San Francisco Street.
SANTA
Z, KNIGHTS
stock continue in good condition; in grass on" range; crops very good and
Telephone 10.
You can investigate local evidence.
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evLincoln County stockmen claim there yielding well; stock in fine condition;
Night Coils Answer! from naidenoa Telephone Mo. I.
Mrs. Juana Arias of San Francisco
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
is sufficient grass to carry cattle no rain.
St., says: "For a year and a half a
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
but in Otero Counthrough
Rowe Samuel Dean A killing frost pain across my back was very severe
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
ty the prospects are not quite as good during the night of 6th; stock is doing and it increased so that I was. compell
NEW MEXICQ MILITARY INSTITUTE
Knights given a cordial welcome.
and in Grant County the range is fail- fairly well, but winter grazing in this ed tdy take to my bed and stay there
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
BOSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
ing 'slightly and more rain is needed to vicinity will be very poor.
for twp weeks. C. M. Conklin, knowK. STAUFFER, K R. 8.
JOHN
I
to
well
assure
the
shocked
safety
Seboyetta C. Montoya Very dry ing my condition, advised the use of R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnanc
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
ranges.
at present but crops are in good condi Doan's Kidney Pills and they were ob
Established and Supported by the Territory.
The following extracts are taken tion; grass on plains curing; very lit tained for me at Ireland's Pharmacy.
I. O. O. F.
from reports of correspondents;
I used the remedy according to direc
tle wheat harvested and yield light
'SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern ColAlbert H. M. Hanson Ranges and
Sherman W. H. Acklln A few to tions when the attack of backache SANTA FB LODGB NO. 2, I. O. O.
9.
leges.. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comstock in very good condition, haying cal showers; crops doing well, but disappeared.
This was eight months
all conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heatecontinues severe hail storm on 2d did grass on range is failing a little for ago and I have not noticed a return. Meets every Friday evening In Odi
Fellows Hall, San ( Francisco
trMt
:
some damage to gardens. .
;
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session. Session is
Previous to using Doan's Kidney Pills
want of rain.
welcome.
brothers
'
Visiting
weeks
terms
each.
Buof
thirteen
three
Amarillo, Texas U. S. Weather
San Rafael Dr, Charles M. Grover I tried plasters on my back, but I
GEO. W. KNABBEL, N. ,
reau Crops in splendid condition,
ROSWEIJv fs a noted health resort,! 3,700 feet above
Ideal maturing weather; a touch of might as well have used as much A P. HOGLB, Secretary.
too
some being cut and show good yield. frost on night of 5th showed on a few brown paper. I am only
pleased to
Grazing above average; cattle looking flowers; in the open meadows bios recommend a remefly upon which the
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
B. P. O. ELKS.
well. Highest temperature 88, lowest soms are all gone; crops still growing public can depend.'
and E. A. Cahoon
GO
Fortsale by all dealers. Price
;
54; no rain.
corn hardening; tomatoes reddening
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
SANTA FB LODGB No. 460, B. P. O.B.
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
Angus G. L. Bradford A .heavy cantaloupes ripe and water melons a! cents.
Holds its
session on the
frost on night of 4 th damaged late gar- most Highest temperature 84, low- Y., sole agents or the United States. second and regular
fourth
;
Wednesdays ef
Remember the name Doan's and
dens. Stockmen claim there is enough e3t 41; no rain. (
,'
each month. Visiting brothers are
no
take
substitute.
Santa Fe U, S. Weather Bureau
grass to carrry cattle through the winand welcome.
':
ter.
A dry, clear week with normal temper
A. L. MORR180N, JR., E. R. '
Arabela A. M. Richardson During attire, favorable for maturing crops
Sunken Eyes
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
latter part of August and until after Pears, plums and a few late peaches
with "half-moons- "
under 'them.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test the rain of the 3rd, it was so hot that on market; early fall apples are plenti
These tell stories of suffering, worry,
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
which all underlocated in. the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to it made sugar cane look like a fire had ful and of very fair quality. Highest and nerve-deca- y
miles west in the following diseases: Paralysis, run through it. Highest temperature temperature 78, lowest 43; rain 0.07 of stand. This i foe to good looks is
Gliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Santa Fe Tribe No. B, I. Oj R. M.
Disease of the Kid- 90, lowest 48; rainfall, 0.68 inch.
an inch.
quickly dispelled by the use of Palmo
meets every Thursday eve at Odi
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Aurora J. C. Lucero Frosts on the
Truchas S. Martinez Cool nights Tablets. They remove the cause
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock, r Vlfliting
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- - neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec third and 6th instants injured or killed but no rain; oats and wheat crop short render the eyes bright, brain clear chiefs
cordially invited.
anca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all nearly everything and caused much and very poor; fine maturing weather.
and nerves calm. Cease worrying
G. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
a
look
and
which'
from
feel
and
Grande Railway,
60
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board loss as crops were nearly ripe. Potapoint
years younger.
Vermejo H. W. Adams No rain;
P. HOGLB, Chief of Records.
A
daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14 toes did well this year; feed for winter haying progressing and there will be a cents. Book Free.
The temperature of these waters, is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets is now assured.
good crop. Highest temperature 78,
8ANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259, FRAAt Ireland's Pharmacy.
'
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
Bloomfleld W. A. ' Ballinger Late lowest 36.
TERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
'carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate ttain upon request. This resort is at fruit grading better than earlier;
T.
Maes Very
Wagon Mound R.
''
v
meetings fire and third
Regular
NOTICE.
very dry and delightful the year tractive at all .seasons, and is open all plums, peaches, etc., coming into mar- dry and windy; grass in surrounding
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
Advertisement for bids for the con
round. There is now a commodious winter. passengers for 9J0 Caiiente ket; early corn being cut. No show- country is curing; water for range
p. m., Knights
Pythias Hall, Don ;
struction of a stone building on College
hotel for the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and ers; water plentiful.
Highest tem stock getting scarce.
;' Avenue.
Gaspar
Visiting fraters 7
:
in
4
Street
m.
same
the
of
Fe.
waters
at
B.
Caiiente
Santa
These
reach
48.
tourists.
the
contain
J.
lowest
City
SLOAN,
Ojo
7and
perature 89,
'
'
Sealed
bids will be received by the
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. .Fare for round trip from Santa
Catskill John E. Lane, Jr. Plenty
Acting Section Director.
Fraternal Master.
.
Board of County Commissioners of the P. J. MARTIN,
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caiiente, $7.40. For further of rain up to Sept. 1st, since then it
H. S. LUTZ,
:,
Secretary,
of
a.
10
Santa
o'clock
County1
Fe until
has been cool and dry, with frost.
particulars, address
'
.
, Treasurer.
Cough Remedy
m.
on
1904
29th
the
of
are
September,
caused
day
by early
Crops
light,
I have sold Chamberlain's
Cough
for
the
of
Col
a
:
on
construction
drouth.
,
bridge
more than twenty years lege
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
Chacon E. M. Lucero A light frost Remedy for
Street, in the city of Santa Fe,
M
and
N.
has
entire satisfaction. across the Santa--' Fe River, in accord
Ojo Caiiente. Taos County.
first of week; continued dry weather have itisold agiven of
it and can recom ance with plans and specifications now
pile
and crops and grass are drying out and mend
it
highly.
Joseph
McElhiney, on file in the office of the clerk of the
will
harvest.
be
there
scarcely any
and
LegaJ blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
Chico H. B. Masten A few show Linton, Iowa. You will find this rem- Board of County Commissioners of the Santa Fe
ers during the week; grass on range dy a good friend when troubled with, a county of Santa Fe. The said Board
cough, or cold. It always affords quick hereby reserves the right to
reject ny
beginning to cure; haying has comrelief and is pleasant to take. For and' all bids.
?
menced, crop less than that of last
Jewelry Mannfacturinji Co.
sale by all druggists.!
Witness the seal of the Board1 of
year; cattle in fine condition.
County Commissioners "of., the county
El Ritd P. Lopez The weather, has
of Santa Fe. and Territory of New
io s for Publication.
been very pleasant, with no rain; there
v
(Homestead Entry No. 7610.)
Mexico, and the band of its Chairman
will be an abundance of hay.
Of TH ISTIBIOK,
and Clerk, this 9th day of September,
El Paso, Texa3 U. S. Weather Bu Land DEPARTMENT
at Santa Fe, N. M Aug-- . 27. 1904
reau An excessively wet and cool NoticeOffice
U hereby riven that the following A. D. 1904.
Golfl
SEAL
named settler hat filed notiee of hit intention
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
week; temperature averaged nearly to
make final proof in support of hl claim, Chairman
of
.Conn
Board
Pro
of
Tern,
ten degrees a day below normal.. The and that said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on
ty Commissioners.
rain fell slowly and gradually soaked October
11, 1004, viz: Harvey H. Shields
into the ground. Highest temperature lor tne ne section 7, township 19 north, Attest:
N. Mondragon, Mgrr
range 3 east. He names the following witnes
CELS0 LOPEZ, Clerk.
83, lowest 58; rainfall 2.01 inches.
to prove his continuous residence upon
You will find no other kind in BurlingFort WIngate John Woodgate The fnd cultivation of said land, via: Hugh
Leonard Winhoefwr, James A. Smith,
weather is clear and bright and the Murray,
. m, anieios au 01 rerea, a.m.
ton trains. Cleanliness is a hobby with
Emergency Medicines. .'
'
Manuel B. Otero, fieglster. ,
seems
season
all
about
over;
rainy
is
a
It
great convenience to have at
the Burlington and particular people are
stock doing well; feed for range cattle,
hand
reliable
romodies for me in
A
Dna fiUDtr Avene.
BOY'S WILD RIDE FOR LIFE.
sheep and horses is plentiful, but crops
cases of accident and for slight injur GLaaghlla Building,
cordially invited to make inspection whenWith
around
him
will
be
family
of grain, hay,' potatoes, etc.;
expecting
ies and ailments. A good liniment and
ever they have opportunity.
very short owing to the drought in the to die, and a son riding for life, . 18 one that is becoming a favorite if not
' In summer, cleanliness and good air
early part( of the summer and the miles, to get Dr. King's New Discov a household
is Chamberlain's g
p
lack of snow last winter. Highest tem ery for Consumption, Coughs and Pain Balm. necessity
By
it promptly fclUTUAL BUILDING &P
applying
H.
W,
of
Colds,
mean much to the traveler. He wants
Brown,
no
rain.
Ind.;
Leesville,
lowest
48;
81;
perature
to a cut, bruise or burn it allays, the
"
Fay wood T. C. McDermott Steady endured death's agonies from asthma; pain and causes the injury to
LOAN ASSOCIATION R
both. He deserves both.
heal In
tho' not heavy rain on the 5th and 6th but this wonderful medicine gave In- - about
d
the- - tinn usually, reV
Will aaAlflt von tn
soon
instant
relief
and
cured
him.
He
both.
puts uH in better cheer, however more
as
and
It
is
quired,
an
it
anticeptic
VI
now sleep soundly every
Own
Ix
Own
rain is necessary to insure safety to writes:
'
Let me tell you about the low rates
',
Like marvelous "cures of con- prevents any danger of . blood poison.
the
night"
ranges.
own
landlord.
Be
When
your
ing.
Pay your K '
pain Balm is kept at hand
we are offering now to Chicago, St. Louis
S
Glencoe Frank B. Coe Seasonable sumption,
pneumonia,
bronchitis, a
'
j
Into the .Building & Loan
rent
Inflama-tlo- n
be
treated
may
before
sprain
'
and other points East.
weather; grass is good but thin; staci coughs, colds ;and grip prove its
j
sets In, wh'th. insures a quick're- Association and thus pay for your D
matchless merits for all throat and
F
is fat; third cutting alfalfa
covery. For sain by all 'druggists.'',?.
.
n
E. Coe Cool nights and very warm lung troublos. ' Guaranteed
bottles
U
Tulr
1.00.
50c.
Trial
and
money!)
bottles free at
Association has on hand
days; alfalfa crop light; range and
S
1039 17th St.
Fischer Drug Company. Santa Fe.
Ticket
vu ucBjiuuie properly.
crops in good condition.
'
V'"
wiiy
.
oavis-Hillsboro
iceRRr
r
Clear
J.
..:'?
Webste
t:
,M.
.Fptfpattisulars call on or addressD
J. F. VALLKRY, General Agent.
n
household remedy
The
week," with 0.41 Inch of rain on 3rd. m
When you eo to the Fair a( Albuhe secretary, i
h
DENVER
,
for
burns, bruises, eramps,
eats,
Hobart W. H. Hcifugh Wheat bar querque don't fail to .take one of those
R.
CRICHTON.
.
J.
diarrhoea and all bowel complaints.
est over, quality faiq; corn doing Well, fine oyster loafs with you from ; the
BIPJN BWCK,(
SANTA FB. M. IS. v
also alfalfa; frequent rains have put Bon Toa.
he

'
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, September f 4, 1904.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.

IRteiiwell Qi'rartt
FARfflKG LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION

Normandie: : William R. Fowler,
New York; Dr. R. R. Green, Tres Pie
dras; Dr. E. M. Green, Lansing, Mich
lgarl.

SYSTEM.

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of
Springer, N. M.f are the go
Mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated
ground may bo
made under the mining regulations of the company, which
are as far
able to the prospector as the U. 8. government laws.

j.

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of Vkm
Baton Coal and Coke Company,
where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
BATON. NEW MEXICO

Not Luck Bat Results.

JAPANESE ARE FINE ATHLETES
The Japanese are acknowledged to
be the most daring and graceful acro
bats in the world. In Japan athletics
is encouraged, fostered and recognized
by the Imperial Government. The Mi
m
kado bestows upon those who are most
proficient, medals and tokens, of recog
nition of feats of strength or some dar
ing exploit. Certain days of the year
are set aside for athletic sports and
the most intense interest is taken in
these "fete days" by the inhabitants
of the Flowery Kingdom. There is a
attention.
troupe of twelve of these "wonderful
acrobats with Campbell Brothers' Circus, which exhibits at Santa Fe on FriPhone No. 85 day next, that have toured the world,
appeared and performed before all the
crowned heads of Europe. This is their
first appearance in America and wherever Campbell Brothers have exhibited, these little Japs have created un
bounded enthusiasm by their marvel
ous performance. Circus day will open
with a parade at 10:30 in the morning.

That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
'
pie with our fine

GOAL mm

i

WHOLESALE AND RETAII,
That there is some difference

mm

we

In wood. Our wood Is the best
to be bad & always at your call- -

FIRE WOOD

Your order will receive prompt and careful

CAPITAL COAL
Garleld

OFFICE:

Avenue, Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot
--

THE

m

"STAIRD

,

y1-

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

The most conveniently located and only
and steam-heate- d
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
sV
connected. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office in. the Building
COKNB& PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

anrcoBPOBATssi

WHOLESALE GROCERS

FE, N. M.I

The best cook in the city at the

B. B. QUICBJDL

Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

5,221.)
TH8 INIKKTOK.

j

DePAHTMENT 07
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Aue. 191901
Notice i hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final nroof in snonort of his claim.
and that said proof will be made before the
Keslster or Receiver at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
Sept. 27, 1901. viz: Albino Gonzales for the
sek. nwM. nehk sw"i lots 2 and 3 section Is
township 16, north, ranee I'i east. He names
the following witnesses to nrove ills contl
nuous residence upon and cultivation ot said
land, via: Guadalupe Roibal, Isidro Kibera,
Placldo armiio. Cesario Luian. all of Pecos.

Cfob Room and Billiard HaU Attached.
"

t

'

.'

Corner Railroad Arenue and 8econd Street
NEW MEXICO
AXBUQUBRQUB

....

,

n.

.

31.

.

DepaktUbnt of

CHARLES JV.JMJDROW,
'

DOORS

SASH

All Kinds of Buflding Material.

CORD AND S10VE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

'

CE11RILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
.

We Haul

J

to Movable.

--

PHB GLUE
'

.

Branch OfSwind Yards Cerrillos, H. It

35 Santa Fe

b'or.a

EwiytMai that

We handle the leading Brands of

:

'

purity guaranteed,

;

V-

PURE CALIFORNIA WINES. IMPORTED and
DOMESTIC CIGARS and TOBACCOS

.

Onr Clnb Rooms are Earge, Comfortable and Airy.

AKERS
'

a 34

CB.

TOWNSENP, Proprietors.
Telephone No. 94

.Francisco 8t. ,

JT

the Interiob,

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sent. 6. 1904
Notloe is hereby iriven that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make a final proof in support of his claim,
ana that said proof win oe made Deiore ine
register or receiver at Sanca Fe. N. M.. on
Oct. 19th, 1901, viz: Rumaldo Sandobal for the
eV4 neH, nH se'4. section 27. township 14 north.
rana;e9eaat. He names the following witnesses
to prove ma continuous residence upon ana
cultivation of said land, vis : Demetrfo Quin-tanCarlos Sanchez. Juan Madril, Juan Or
tega all of uausteo, . M.
a,

'

Sour Stomach.
When the quantity of food taken is
too large dr the quality too rich, sour
stomach is likely to follow, and especially so it the digestion has been
weakened by constipation. Eat slow
ly and not too freely of easily digested
food. Masticate the food thoroughly.
Let five hours "lapse between meals,
and when you feel a fullness and
weight in the region of the stomach
after
eating, take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and the
sour stomach, inav be avoided. , For
sale by all druggists.
,

V
KENTUCKY BOURBONS
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
Goods bought in bond,

Manuel K. Utibo, Keglster,

STotice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 5312.)

I

LUMBER

WANTED Young lady as bookkep- er. .Must .be .resident of Santa Fe.
'
Apply own handwriting P. O. Box 15.

A

GIGANTIC COLLECTION

Remote, barbaric and unpeopled lands, from the frigid zones of the pole to tlv?
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
hot climes of the
forest fastness, inpenetrable jungles, burning deserts,
Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insur mountain crags andEquator,
the broad plains have contributed profusely and have yielded
ance.
Members of the Animal World in a COMPLETE GIGANTIC
r?
Offices Griffin Block. CULLbClION that has never before been seen since the historic
Phone 6G.
deluge, when
the Patriarch Noah assemble his grand collection in the Ark, to preserve
from the
FOR
RENT
Furnished double pluvian downpour, the Birds, Beasts
and Reptiles of the earth. Object lessons in
house of 3 rooms each. Apply to Santa animated nature brought to
your very doors. All earth's treasures, embracing
Animals famed for their ferocity, rarity or beauty, which includes
Fe Meat and Live Stock Co.
the finest specimens alive of the huge
g
Hippopotami, Stately Giraffe, Monster Ele-i?- S
FOR RENT Two new
Eerclous CarHlvooul3 Lions' Treacherous Tigers from India, Beautiful
of the sange monsters of the sea, jungle and forest.
?
cottages, stationary range, bath and
tebras'n?
11
Eirds of briKht brilliant plumage from
fr.um rel?0t landSl
toilet. Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire ihl ?nHrm!
the South, and thousands of other strange and curious
animals.
Hotel.
blood-sweatin-

six-roo-

FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
FOR RENT Elegantly furnished
rooms. Also, rooms lor iignt nouse- Keeping, furnished, good well water,
good surroundings. Inquire 114 Cer
rillos Street, South Side.

OO

1

S

CAGES-DENS-LAIR-

ARE NECESSARY TO HOUSE THE

SI ,000,000
THIS SEASON

wild mm

WORTH
FIVE TIMES

THAN

LARGER

EVES.

NO OTHER SHOW EVER ADDED SO MANY ATTRACTIONS IN
ONE
SEASON. AS THE CAMPBELL BROTHERS HAVE FOR THIS YEAR;
MAKING OUR SHOW

NOW THE LARGEST IN THE ENTIRE WORLD
YOU CAN NEVER AFFORD TO MISS THE

GRAND STREET PAGEANT
a
In the Forenoon

Well wot th Journey of

J0O Miles

1

anca Fe,
A.

to Inspect.

and 7 P" m- - An Hoar erlTen to witness the Animal eud
Commencement of the Circus and Hippodrome Perforuce.

Wvi?,?,?!9WJJw',-X,.,,-k

ept.

F. SPIE6EL.BER6
257 San Francisco Street.

Votiee for Publication.
; (Homestead Entry No. 5070.)

Djcpabtmmi of th Intkbiok,

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. If.. Sunt. 9.
1904. ffotlee is hereby iriven that the following named settler has Bled notleai of him in
tention to make final proof In annnort of hi.
lain, and that said proof will be made be
fore tne register or receiver at Santa .
N. M.. on Oct. 21. 1904. via: Agapito Cortes
for the seW seU. nfe aeU.
mntinn is.
township 17 north, range 12 east. He names
the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of
saia iana, vis: rraaencio Uonsales, Julio
Roibal. Crsseneio Roibal, of Willis, N. M.
Guadalupe Montano, of Peoos. N. M.
BLAjiuai, it. uxjkbo, Kegister.

nu nu.

STORY

fr CLARK

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Eamtrctt, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Gameti
and Other Gems.
CPEOALTY-a.
totne
the best of everything ta the Una. ,
To

NORMANDIE.- HOTEL
and Water Street.
Don

Musicians
Read What Accomplished
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.

(Homeitead Entry No.

J

ZEIGER t CAFE
I

Forbes, Saguache, Colo.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. New
Mexican office!. Cash paid for same.

Bon

Notice for Publication

BKN BOTHB

QUICKEL C& BOTHE, Proprietors.

1

-

h,

Ton.

THE
a

FOR SALE Fine sheep ranch. If
interested, call on or address Andrew-

Low Excursion Rates.
For the Colorado and New Mexico
For
Brothers' Circus, Sep
Campbell
29th
Seut.
at
Colo.,
28th,
Fair, Durango,
and 30th, the Denver & Rio Grande tember 16th, the Santa Fe Central
will sell round trip tickets from Santa Railway will sell tickets from all
Santa Fe.
Fefor $13.15, final return limit Oct. points on its line S.to B.
GRIMSHAW.
3d. For further information apply to
and
B. W. Robbins, Traveling Freight
BUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE.
Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Has world-widfame ror marvelous
Talk about building sidewalks and cures. It isurpasses any other salve,
corns
opening streets, just try opening those lotion, ointment or balm for cuts,
burns, boils,, sores, felons, ulcers, tet
fine oysters at the Bon Ton.
ter, salt rheum,' fever tores, chapped
skin eruptions; infall able for
hands,
FAIR.
NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL
piles. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c at
190J, Fischer Drug Company, Santa Fe.
Albuquerque, N. M. Oct.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets to Albuquerque and return

from all point's between Denver and El
Paso Texas. The rate from Santa Fe
will be 83.65 for the round trip, dates o
sale October 9th to 14th inclusive, pood
for return limit until Oct. 17th, 1904.
H. S. Lutz, Agent.

P BO KPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OBDBBS.

jt jt When Ton

SIAUATION . WANTED.
Art exper
ienced, unincumbered, refined woman
wishes a position as housekeeper in
hotel of club, or party of mining men,
or private party.
References given
and required. Address A. O. Hunt, 180

WANTED For the U. S. army: able
bodied, unmarried men, between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States
of good character and temperate hab
its, who can speak, read and write,
English. For information apply to reFor the San Luis Valley Fair at cruiting officer, 160 San Francisco
Monte Vista, Colo., Sept. 21st, 22d and Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
23d, the Denver & Rio Grande will sell
The Bon Ton restaurant received
round trip tickets from Santa' Fe for
a large consignment of fine fresh
$8.00. final return limit Sept. 24th. For
This is the first shipment in
oysters.
B.
W.
to
further information, apply
Robbins, Traveling' Freight and Pas the city this season, and a great treat
is in store for lovers of this article.
senger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

lOth-lSt-

Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sonifies.

f

BROTHERS SHOWS

ADS

e

H. B, Cartwright & Brcv

SANTA

AND MISCELLANEOUS

GREAT
CONSOLIDATED

6M3PBE

.

Venceslao Jaramillo, El Ri
to; Alejandro Sandoval, Albuquerque
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Dillon, Philadel
phia; T. X. Doench, Denver; J. W. Re
cords, Estancia; A. K. Newcomb, Chi
cago; Y, D. Lieb, Raton; D. J, Rankin
Albuquerque; William Mcintosh, Wil
liam Dunbar, Chilili; Dr. T. P. Martin
A. G. Muller, Taos.
Palace: J. F. Hinkle, Roswell; W. B,
Childers, George F. Albright, Albuouerque; J. S. Duncan, Mrs. Arthur
Low, Miss Katherine Ahling, F. H,
Pierce, Las Vegas; J. A. Mahoney,
Deming; R. P. Ervien, Clayton; Mrs
C. L. Smith, Evart, Michigan; W. H,
Newcjomb, Silver City; A. E. Curren
A.' B. Dunber, Tucumcari; W. C
'
Barnes, Dorsey.
Bon Ton: Juan Martinez, El Paso;
Amado Gutierez, Bernalillo; "William
Calahan, F. J. Calahan, Cananea, Mex
ico; H. O. Alderson, West, Pennsyl
vania; Miss Maud Graceson, Pueblo.
Claire:

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offer
(or sale In tracts of forty acres and op wards. Price of land with perpetual water Hghts from 317 to 825 per acre, according to location. Pay
merits may be made In ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruitt mt
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection '

- r

V

ant a

There's a strike on meat,
There's a strike on packers,'
But there is no strike
On the Bon Ton oysters.

"

'Possessed of

&

t

v

FRANK DIBERT

8anta Fe, N. M. .
Who will show you the Story and
Clark Pianos In the eeveral style and
finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
and Golden Oak.

I

Short Order a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Night.
21 Meals for $4.50.
-Regular Meals 25 Ceats.

V-

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
354 San Francisco

.

$

Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.
MANOFACTU1UUI OF- --

e

MexIcOt

Proprietor,

DO YOU EAT?
If You Do Try the New Cuisine at the

tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charmed with its
uni delightful touch.
beauty of to-Francis ' Hitsen. .
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
ant Are remarkably adapted for accompanying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Saplo.
'Tour pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa

their Instruments.
Prices and term most liberal.
Call on the General Agent for New

& &

CARRIE L. THOMAS.

a beautiful quality of

Olitzka.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only .expert workmen and no
piece .work or contract work is don
in their factories.
They have won renown on two con
tinent for excellence and beauty of

i(t

jft

ijfk

Reasonable rates for board and room.
Well furnished rooms.
Good table and service.
All
windows screened.
New farnitore
Free bath in connection.
;

work-anshi- p

Sauret

Gaspar Avenue

P

"Equal if not ruperior to any instru
ment I have had occasion to use,"
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such mp priority of
and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
resonant In tone and de
"Grand
lightfully sweet and tender." Mathil
da Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too Hghly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpass
able." R. Watkin Mills.
"I find your planes wonderfully sym
pathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvclt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none.
David Frangcon Davles.
'I think it capabl of the fullest ex.
pression of musical thought" Ellen
dcach Yaw.
'I my opinion they rank among th
very best pianos of the day." Emile
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ed the last chance and as Mr. Abbott's
speech was mostly Interrogations, they
answered "Rodey, Rodey, Rodey," until the speaker's voice could not be
FLOUR.
IMPERIAL
GREELEY POTATOES.
heard even on the stage. The band
Our trade on Imperial Flour has been again struck up- and Andrews received
Tlie potatoes from Greeley, Colorado rank as being of the very highest very satisfactory, but we would lik another ovation when Mr. Abbott requality. We are now receiving them, every one infanta Fe to uso it who tired to his seat with the Santa Fe delcan appreciate its remarkable quali- egation.
and they are very flue indeed.
ties. It makes the best of bread and- i
Per cwt
Eu'genio Romero then followed with
also a flue pastry flour. Probably thv an address that was as simple as it
best pastry cook In the Southwest will was eloquent. He told of the needs of
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
use no other brand.
the poor men of his race, of how Sen$1.60 ator Andrews
had enabled them to
We never tire of telling the good 50 pound sack
make a livelihood in.the past two years
Qualities of Meadow Gold Butter. It is
that had been especially hard upon the
pure, clean and of a most delicate
natives on account of the' drouth ,and
flavor. These good qualities are reSOUTH SEA BLEND.
other untoward circumstances.
tained and preserved by the package,
There has been a remarkable adColonel J. Franco Chaves, on behalf
which Is air tight, moifturo and odor
vance in the price of medium grade of Torrance County, seconded the nom"
proof.
coffees. We are still selling South Sea ination of Senator Andrews, presenting
Blend at 25 Cents per pound. Wefear his claims for consideration by the peocontinue ple of Ne'w Mexico, in a very practical
that we shall not be abl
OUR BAKERY.
to do this much longer. Letter buy and convincing manner.
Why not use our bread? It is made sixty days' supply now.
It was 1:20 o'clock in the morning
according to the most approved methwhen the roll was called for the vote
ods. It contains nothing that could by
upon delegate for Congress, resulting
the remotest possibility be injurious
votes for Senator Andrews
in 1011-FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
to the health. It is sweet to the taste,
for Delegate. B. S. Rodey, a
and C3
We always have what the market
clean to the sight and always fresh.
of 38 votes for Senator Anmajority
Made only from the highest grade affords in the way of fruits and vege- drews.
tables.
Kansas flour.
When Otero County was called, W,
A. Hawkins made a lengthy explana
tion and gave a detailed account of the
MEAT MARKET.
HAY AND GRAIN.
county convention which had instruct
Wo shall be pleased to fill your or ed for Rodey. R. S. Connell answered
Only the choicest cuts of packing
bouse corn fed beef, mutton and lamb ders for hay, grain, feed, etc. Our Mr. Hawkins and declared that he was
are cut in' our market. Give us a trial stocks are always complete", the qua! not bound by resolutions, which were
when you want something nice in the ity of the best and prices reasonable. passed by a convention which had not
way of meats, bacon, hams, boiled See that your animals are-- well fed, been Informed of the true conditions
and which he had not attended. He
We can do it for you.
ham, etc.
said that there were occasions when
even a soldier of a
army must take his own initiative in
order to do his best for his country
While the audience had given Hawkins
a hearing, it hooted down Connell who
eventually took his seat and voted for
Andrews.
When Valencia County was reached,
Solomon Luna voted the entire delegation for Rodey but Colonel J. Franco
Chaves objected and cast three votes
for Andrews, saying he was not bound
No. 3 A. Folding Pocket Kodak,
by the instructions of a county conven
even
him
without
had
treated
tion that
the semblance of decency.
In the tumult the answer of Luna
--:County to the call was not heard, and
Thomas S. Hubbell, of Albuquerque, attempted to vote it for Rodey, but was
caught iri the act by a watchful dele
BEAUTIFUL WHITE CHINA SILK WAISTS,
gate who shouted: "Tom Hubbell vot
d.
Daintily made.
Just the thing to wear with the ed Luna County." Luaa County's vote
was then recorded as it should have
new style separate skirts!
been, one for Andrews and one for Ro
V.
:
dey.
The announcement of the result was
See'tfie new stock of COLLARS, silk and linen, handreeted with tumultuous applause.
E A. Miera, of Sandoval County,
somely embroidered. Look over the display
which had been for Rodey, moved to
Store before you decide on yoor purchase : : : : make the nomination unanimous, and others proved themselves assiduous er half the committee had left and on the floor of the convention was parmost of the other half did not listen. ticularly noticeable.
F. O. .Blood,
the motion was carried.
workers and forceful leaders.'
One
delegate said: "Mr. Hubbell takes postmaster at Las Vegas, went home
Resolutions of thanks to the city of
world-wid- e
difference
was
a
There
We carry the finest SHOES in the country, made by Albuquerque, the Commercial Club, between the dignified work and meth- upon himself all the credit for the vic- Monday morning, owing to the illness
tory in those campaigns. As a matter Of his wife, and left his proxy with J.
etc, were adopted.
ods of Solomon Luna and the peculiar, of
the largest and best hoose in America, that's the Brown
fact, it was the fine record of the G. McNary, L. O. Fullen, postmaster
T. S. Hubbell, amidst cheers, pledgof
methods
the
theatrical, obnoxious
administration, the cam- at Carlsbad, did not attend the evenTerritorial
to
Bernalillo
for
from
ed
2,000
County
Shoe Co. Men's, Ladies', Boys', Girls' and Children's.
Hubbell workers. A look of pain and
of
Delegate B. S. Rodey, the ing session. Both felt reluctant to
paigning
2,500 majority for Andrews.
a
surprise could be noticed on the
the workers, vote against Mr. Rodey and yet they
newspapers,
Republican
The following Territorial Central
County statesman's face, when- the funds put up by loyal Republicans recognized that the
Committee was then named, each ever the Hubbell crowd broke out in
fight to eliminate
TO
ANYBODY
)K
t some new, unexpected antics. If it had and the single statehood plank that Frank A. Hubbell from leadership was
county presenting two names :
When necessary and just.
rolled up the big
US
COME AIND
GIVE US A TRIAL The New Territorial Central Con not been for Mr. Luna, Mr Rodey HubbelJ was appealedmajorities.
to for funds in
Eugenio Romero, Dr. T. P. Martin
would not have polled thirty votes in doubtful
mittee.
counties, he refused to extend and Elfego Baca, were appointed
convention.
the
by'
Bernalillo Frank A. Hubbell, W. S
aid, and the greater part of the money Chairman Chaves to notify Senator
',
had
Commercial
Club
The
Strickler.
solprepared was spent in Bernalillo which was
W. H. Andrews of his nomination for
Side
Catron Block,
Chaves E. , A. Cahoon, James M, a fine lunch for the visitors and the idly Republican anyway, and Socorro,
delegate to congress.
;
dispensing of liquid refreshments was to aid his personal, folio wing there."
Hervey.
H. O. Bursum, the new chairman:
liberal.
with
one
Colfax Jerry Leahy, J. Van Houten. very
Nevertheless,
Elfego Baca was chairman of the
Dona Ana W. H. H. Llewellyn, H. exception, there was no intoxicated committee on rules and order, and of the Territorial Central Committee,
will open headquarters in the Catron
D. Holt.
person in the convention, and he was Charles V. Safford secretary.
block on the east side of the Plaza.
not a visitor.
Eddy L. O. Fullen, A. N. Pratt.
David J. Leahy, was chairman of the
Grant W. H. Newcomb, R. M. bur
Colonel J. Franco Chaves proved committee on credentials, and J. M. At the meeting of the Territorial Central Committee at Albuquerque yesterner.
that he is still an old man eloquent Hervey secretary.
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
Jt j$ MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLS
day afternoon he named Charles V.
Leonard Wood Manuel C. de Baca, and a masterful parliamentarian. His
The committee on permanent organ-zatio- n Safford for
The Trade Supplied From Om Bottle to a Carload.
'
D. Morse.
secretary, and Solomon
ready wit and strong voice aided him
elected Nestor Montoya chair
treasurer.
The meeting was a
S.
W.
Lincoln
W.
in
control
of
the man, and William McKean
George
Prichard,
considerably
keeping
'
Goadafope Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No 3ft.
secretary. harmonious and enthusiastic
one and
.
convention. Any other man in his The
Brady.
fight between Colonel Chaves and H. O. Bursum, Thomas S. Hubbell and
Luna T. A. Cany J. W. Hanigan.
been
routed
would
have
place
again Colonel Prichard for the temporary
L
others made stirring speeches. The
McKinley Steven Canavan, Greg and again. And still,- - at one time,
was decided in favor of names of the executive
committee wilL
while speaking, he was unable to re chairmanship,
ory Page.
'
'"
Mora Crlstoval Sanchez, Juan Na- store quiet and Frank A. Hubbell the former.
probably be announced tomorrow.
Only W. B.' Childers, Gregory Page
varro. mounted the stage to command order.
Otero W. B. Tipton, the other mem-be- r He was obeyed immediately, for the and Don Kedzie voted against the sinThe New Mexican Printing Com
gle statehood resolution in the resoluto be designated by the County shouters recognized their boss.
pany will do your Job work wit neat
committee.
tions
Central Committee.
Edward L. Bartlett was chairman of
The absence of federal offlceholdets ness and dispatcK.
Quay AE. Curren, W. F. Buchan- the committee on resolutions and Heran.
bert J. Hagerman, secretary. Contrary
o
Read,
,JRio Arriba Alexander
to expectations, there was no fight in
'
Jaramillo.
the committee over the single state
Roosevelt W. E. Lindsey, C. O hood plank,
although several planks
Leach,
were offered for consideration.
There
Granville
San Juan
Pendleton, was some discussion on these planks
'
Charles V. Safford.
as well as on the International Dam
Sandoval E. A. Miera, J. M. Sando resolution, Major W. H. H. Llewellyn
w
mss.
z
sssi i
val.
opposing the recommendation of any
Secundino Romero, private dam scheme at the Elephant
San Miguel
John S. Clark.
Buttes, favoring government construc
Santa Fe J. E. Lacome, E. C; Ah tion. He had his way about it, as did
bott. .
Herbert J. Hagerman about praising
Sierra Frank H. Winston, W. H. the work thus far done by the reclamaBucher.
tion service and E. A. Miera, who inSocorro H. O. Bursum, Elfego Baca, sisted that other irrigation works beTaos Malaquias Martinez. T. P. sides those in the Rio Grande Valley
A STAUNCH, PERFECT RUNNING WHEEL
Martin.
should lie recommended. E. A. Miera
'
Wishing to retire from business will sell my
Torrance J. Franco Chaves, Wil and R. S. Connell made strong
U required by th college athlete in his sports, and the enthu-- .
1901
. static preference for
liam Mcintosh.
entire stock of
speeches for single statehood .within
Union Eufracio Gallegos,- - Charles present boundaries and with its pres
INDIAN
MEXICAN
BLANKETS, POTTERY '
Schlatter.
ent name, telling the committee that
Valencia
Solomon Luna, Carlos the native vote would desert the
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK, CURIOS.
Baca.
ticket this fall unless an un
Committeeman - at - Large iw. J. equivocal declaration for single stale-At less than Cost
'
V
Slaughter.
hood was made. Edward L. Bartlett was
in m (ratt among this elaorol riders, m among the vast multitude
The convention adjourned sine die the author of the resolutions. Upon
nvnasipruwiwjuui Measure.
;
TOURISTS:
b
at 2 o'clock Tuesday moraine after a them were grafted several clauses by
R"se,,S50
S8M,MM CSO
540
continuous session of sixJiours.
George W. Prichard, who had also preI
v Do
Call and Inspect, and secure Uhatrated poster cover catalog, free.
,
Convention Notes.
sented a sat of resolutions and Insist
H. O. Bursum and J. W. Raynolds ed upon striking out the endorsement
&
73
Q-OIS33T- Ti
were towers of strength to the admin- of the judiciary as anomalous 'and
istration. Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, unnecessary, a resolution praising
Send for CcfcJcua
Charles V. Safford, Dr. T. P. Martin, E, Frank A. Huttbell for his , camSign of the Old Cart
L.
paign work Hwo and four years ago,
" '
31 U
Cor. Sea
SANTA jFE, N. JXHagerman, W. O. SirWt and several was added to the resolutions after ov- Street end Burro Allty
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